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NEW QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER
HF/6M AMPLIFIER
With Matching VP-1000 Power Supply
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Large Dot-Matrix LCD Display Features The World's First Panoramic SWR Monitor

•

Automatic System Monitoring with VSWR Protection

•

Ultra High Speed Antenna Tuner w/ Multi-Band Memory

•

Power Supply and Amplifier are Separate for easier installations

•

8 x MRF150 Power MOS FET

•

2 Input and 4 Output Antenna Jacks for Versatile Operation

•

Direct Air Flow Cooling System for Efficient Dissipation of Heat
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Automatic Bandswitching w/ FT-1000D, FT-1000MP, FT-920,
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FT-990, FT-900C/AT
•

Size: (each) 410 W x 135 H x 410 D mm `(16 1/4" W x 5 3/8" H x 16 1/4" D)

•

Weight:VL-1000 Amp = 15 kg, VP-1000 Power Supply= 12 kg

•

Optional Mounting rack avaiable to combine the VL-1000 and the VP-1000

Please note: VL-1000 and VP-1000 are not sold separately.
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Yaesu UK Ltd, Unit 12 Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Close, Winchester,
Hampshire 5023 OLB. Telephone: 01962 866667 Facsimile: 01962 856801.
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Contest Column...so come on Open,
Restricted or QRP please send in your tales,
tall or otherwise...

I was however taken to task by one of the
members when rattling through what should
be done
'It's easy for you you're an expert' they
said...

That's about it for this edition...I hope you
have enjoyed it as we have had some really
great articles in this time...please keep them
coming in...not just contest stories...what
about a few station descriptions, technical
problems worked through and overcome,
what interested you in contesting in the first
place...the stories do not need to have to be
about the contest you did last month...I for
one (and I am sure many others) would
relish reading about how it was done in the
old days (I speak here as a mere slip of a
lad)...for example, it would be great to hear
comparisons of NFD in the 1960's and
today.

well a bit nonplussed I agreed that
although by no stretch of the imagination
was 1 an expert (here thinking of the
Contesting Colossi which bestride the ether
and are members of this very club) I had
none the less had a lot more practice than
many of them...suitably rebuked I set about
leading them through the exchanges in a
more logical fashion with questions and
answers...it's very easy to forget in
Contesting (as in DXing) what we come to
see as second nature is often wholly
mysterious to the unconverted!...i f I had had
a bit more nous about me I could have
remembered a quotation about experts....

We also have the chance to try something
very new in June in the shape of the Jubilee
Contest...it is something which has
stimulated quite a lot a debate within the
UK contesting scene and I for one hope it
proves a resounding success...my local club
is planning to put on a station and I have
being doing my level best to drum up some
contesting enthusiasm...one idea we have
had to get people a bit more used to 'the
heat of battle' as it were is to have someone
read off dummy QSOs from one end of the
room whilst a 'newbie' get used to using the
logging program (Writelog in our case) and
exchanging reports at the other (QRM has
been included!)... this has proved quite a fun
club activity and easy to set up with just a
print offfrom a log...you can even check for
accuracy afterwards!

'An expert is a person who has made all the
mistakes, which can be made, in a very
narrow field'
Neils Bohr 1885 - 1962 Danish Physicist

In my case mistakes yes, expert, most
certainly not...

73 to Paul GOWAT
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Other Challenges

Of course, if you have worked "the lot", you
really may be looking for pastures new.
Fortunately our hobby has a huge variety of
challenges to offer. Island chasing, of
course, then there are the datamodes (and
there seems to be a new datamode almost
every week nowadays). Or how about
SSTV? If you've never considered it, then
read Don G3BJ's article in this issue. It may
be just the fresh start you've been looking
for.

Don Field, G3XTT

What with VP6DI and the acceptance of
P5/4L4FN, many of you are probably now
sitting on "the lot", every DXCC entity
worked. That would have been quite
unthinkable not so many years ago.
I do recall some our members losing interest
in DXing in the past when they had worked
every DXCC entity that was feasible. But
that was in the days before single-band
DXCC awards and PacketCluster, which
seem to have brought about a situation
where every DXer chases everything that
may remotely count for an award, a table, a
year-tick, or whatever.

My thanks also to our other contributors.
Once again, we've ended up with a bumper
issue, with some material held over until
next time.
Visalia

Like most developments, this is probably
both good and bad. Despite it, the HF bands
often seem remarkably empty during the
week. But when a VP6D1 or VP8THU
appears, all hell breaks loose and, after
listening to some of the VP6DI pile-ups, I
use that phrase advisedly! We then get to
the stage where US DXers (quite
understandably — we'd do the same if the
DXpedition was suitably within range of us)
are asking why the VP6 hasn't yet appeared
on 160 SSTV, while we in the UK and
Europe are still desperate for a first QSO on
any band or mode!

I write this immediately following my return
from the Visalia Hamvention. I was the only
UK amateur to have travelled there,
although there was another G present, in the
shape of Dave G3WGN, currently living in
California and operating as WJ6O. I
enjoyed the XROX, VP6DI and VP8
presentations, and meeting many of the
team members. There were also some new
toys on show. Yaesu had the FT! 000MP
MkV Field radio (good name!), while Alpha
were showing a new 6m amp, and Force 12
had a new Yagi covering all bands 80
through 10m! After Visalia I had the
opportunity to visit the new Elecraft factory;
their Mkt transceiver seems to be taking the
world by storm at the moment.

For the record, UK DXers appear to have
worked VP6DI on 10 through 40 metres
(congratulations to G4BWP for example —
just check the online log), but it was often
hard going.

See you at the AGM?

Finally, my apologies that I didn't make it
to the Dinner, but another engagement had
to take precedence. I understand a good time
was had by all. To make amends, Janet and
I look forward to welcoming as many of you
as possible to the Annual Meeting in July.

Anyway, all this activity helps to keep us
interested, and afterwards we can participate
from our armchairs as we enjoy the writeups. The VP8 trip features this time, and
you can make up your own minds about the
team's philosophy of returning to smallscale operations as a sort of antidote to
recent mega-expeditions.
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73 Don G3XTT
3

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John Butcher, G3LAS
It looks as if this month's Chat is going to
be concerned mainly with social events. The
Annual Dinner at the Boxmoor Lodge Hotel
on March 23 attracted a record number of
attendees. No less than 55 members and
guests enjoyed an excellent meal in very
congenial surroundings. All the comments I
heard afterwards were complimentary and it
seems that the change of venue was a great
success. Not only was it easier for many
members to get to, but the evening itself
proved to be very enjoyable. Our speaker,
Roger Western, G3SXW, regaled us with
the story of his trip to XT2DX, and, as
expected, kept everyone fully entertained.
Thanks. Roger.
The next event for your diaries is the AGM
and Summer Social, scheduled for Saturday,
20 July. Here again we are making a change
from recent years with a move to the QTH
of Don Field, G3XTT, near Henley-onThames. All the usual fare will be on the
agenda with something for all the family, so
let's hope that another attendance record can
be set.
I am particularly keen that as many
members as possible come to the AGM,
which will be held immediately before the
start of the Social. This is an ideal
opportunity for you to have a say in the
running of CDXC by letting the Committee
know how you want us to spend your
money.
A highlight of the Social is always the
RAFFLE. We are usually fortunate in
attracting numerous exciting and valuable
prize donations and this year should be no
exception. However, there is always room
for more. I'm sure many of you have useful
bits and pieces lying around in your shacks
which are surplus to your requirements but
which would be grabbed eagerly by
someone else. Please have a look around
and let me know if you can offer anything

for the raffle — no real junk, obviously, but
anything respectable will be gratefully
accepted.
You may think it's early days to be thinking
about the HF and IOTA Convention on
October 12 and 13, but experience has
shown that it is important to get the dates
into people's diaries as early as possible.
CDXC is again one of the sponsors of this
prestigious international event. The
Convention will again be held at the
Beaumont Conference Centre in Windsor
which has always been very popular in
recent years. Full details and booking forms
will be included with your July Digest.
CDXC will again be responsible for the
Convention station(s). The plural here is
because we are thinking of running two
demonstration stations this year. One will,
as usual, be set up to be as "potent" as
possible, giving visitors a chance to operate
a special event station on the HF bands. The
other will be less sophisticated and intended
to show newer operators some of the basic
techniques of setting up and operating an
amateur station. I should add that a "proper"
LF station on 136kHz will be in action as
well, although not under the auspices of
CDXC.
We will need more helpers than usual to set
up and run these stations so, if you will be
coming and are willing to help before,
during or immediately after the event, please
let me know.
The Convention will, hopefully, attract a
fair number of relative newcomers to HF
and DXing, including M3 licence holders.
Many of these would no doubt like to
become CDXC members. We are always
actively recruiting, but the easiest way for
anyone to join is via personal contact with
another member. If you know someone who
is beginning to enjoy DXing, maybe in a
local club, tell him or her about us. Our

borrowed many elements from the 'BERU'
contest that takes place in March. Stations
outside the Commonwealth may only
contact Commonwealth stations, and the
multiplier is the number of Commonwealth
areas contacted on each band.
Commonwealth stations may contact other
Commonwealth as well as nonCommonwealth stations and the majority of
activity will be from the UK, VE, ZL and
VK. The call area list is the same as the one
used for BERU and for the RSGB
Commonwealth awards, and it appears on
page 53 of January RadCom together with
full contest rules.

clubs combine the best of both worlds, with
an 'A' station operated by perhaps just three
people and going all out for a win, and a 'B'
station used as a training or recreational
entry and maybe even shutting down for a
few hours overnight. Of course, it's quite
possible that tomorrow's A operators will
start out on the B team.
The contest is for 24 hours from 1500z on
Saturday 1 June. The rules are on page 52 of
January RadCom, and note that there is
provision for groups which plan to enter to
register with me. This helps the contest
committee gauge the level of activity and
plan for inspections: with the exception of
the WRTC events, NFD is the only contest I
am aware of in which the organisers check
that the rules are being observed during the
event itself.

This is a phone and CW contest on the five
HF bands 80-10m. Exchange is RS(T) and
serial number. The three entry categories are
single operator, single operator assisted and
multi-operator. Within these, you can
choose to enter phone only, CW only or
mixed mode but, unlike the IOTA contest,
contacts and multipliers count once only per
band, regardless of mode. There is a range
of certificates available, including a Jubilee
commemoration certificate for everyone
who contacts at least fifty band call areas.
There will be certificates for the top three
Foundation and Intermediate licensees, so
there is something for the M3s and 2E0s to
aim at. Note also that, if you wish, you can
use the special GQ, MQ, 2Q Jubilee prefixes
in this contest and in NFD.

This isn't because NFD has ever suffered
from cheating on a widespread scale, but it
helps to ensure that in particular the power
level (100w) and antenna height limit (20m)
rules are being observed so we all know we
really are competing on equal terms. Each
year a small percentage of groups is visited.
If your plans are not sufficiently advanced
to be able to send me a notification, this no
longer prevents you from entering but you
just would not be eligible for awards.
With the advent of rigs like the K2, it's very
easy to put together a little field day entry
for the QRP section in particular, which is
limited to 12 hours maximum operation. So
please think carefully about giving NFD a
go and supporting one of the very best
events in the calendar.

As ever, Paul O'Kane EI5DI has ensured
that his SD logging software provides full
support for both contests. The software is
inexpensive, details are on www.ei5di.com
but for the Jubilee Contest there is also a
freeware version called SDJ that anyone is
welcome to download.

The NFD weekend is also the main Jubilee
celebration weekend. The committee was
very keen to run a special contest to mark
the Jubilee but we felt it was not right to
interfere with NFD, which is co-ordinated
across Europe. Instead the RSGB Jubilee
Contest takes place the following weekend
8-9 June, 24 hours starting at 10.00z.

Many thanks for that Dave and this is a
timely reminder to ask all of you who take
part in NFD, or indeed any contest to send
in your reminisces... it would be great to
have a plethora of articles to share in the
next column...looking back at old CDXC
digests I see that discussion of events at
NFD formed quite a large part of the

We felt it important to emphasize contacts
with the Commonwealth and we have
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And now as ever a few dates for your
diary...

And now after an issue or two's absence I
am pleased to re-introduce...

MAY
4-5 Saturday 2000 - Sunday 2000
International
ARI
CW/SSB/DIGI

DX

Contest

Why don't you try....
NFD and the Jubilee Contest

11-12 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 2100

by Dave Lawley, G4BUO

CQ-M Inel DX Contest CW/SSB/SSTV

g4buo@compuserve.com

18-19 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 1800

The beginning of June is going to be a very
busy time. We have the Jubilee celebrations,
the commencement of the World Cup, and
the GB50 station at Windsor Castle. There
are also two major HF contests: the one-off
Jubilee event on 8-9 June, of which more
later, but firstly National Field Day which
will be held on 1-2 June.

His Majesty the King of Spain Contest CW
18-19 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 0200
Baltic Contest CW/SSB
25-26 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW WPX Contest CW

JUNE

CW field day is one of the very oldest
events in the calendar, and field days have
often given amateurs their first introduction
to contesting. Indeed, some people get their
first taste of ham radio by visiting a field
day site.

1-2 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 1600
WW South America CW Contest CW
1-2 Saturday 1500 - Sunday 1459
IARU Region 1 Field day CW

It was with great regret that last year the
RSGB HF Contests Committee cancelled
NFD in view of the Foot & Mouth situation.
There was a danger that some groups might
not return in 2002, and the other attractions
centred around the Jubilee and the World
Cup may also affect participation.

8-9 Saturday 1000 - Sunday 1000
RSGB Jubilee Contest CW/SSB
15-16 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
All Asian DX Contest CW
22-23 Saturday 1400 - Sunday 1400

I'd like to ask all CDXC members to
consider getting involved in NFD this year
and helping to make it a success once again.
Some of you will need no encouragement —
after the layoff last year you're already
looking forward eagerly to this year's entry.
There are others who used to do NFD but
haven't in recent years, and others still who
have never given it a try. Although this is a
CW event I'm not talking to CW contesters
only: one of the great things about field days
is that there is a wide range of participants,
from one man in a tent up a mountain to
large club jamborees.

MARCONI Memorial Contest HF CW
22-23 Saturday 1800 - Sunday 1800
His Majesty the King of Spain Contest SSB

JULY
1 Sunday 0000 - 2359
RAC Canada Day Contest CW/SSB
13-14 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
IARU HF World Championship CW/SSB
21 Sunday 0900 - 1600
RSGB Low Power Field Day CW

The emphasis can be more on socialising,
having a barbecue and some beer, while the
on-air activity takes a back seat. Some large

27-28 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
RSGB IOTA Contest CW/SSB
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membership is increasing, but only because
we make strenuous efforts to keep it so.
I can't help pointing out that all of the
events I've mentioned are located in the
London and South East area. The reasons
for this are fairly obvious. Of course, the
Convention is a two-day event so it is
worthwhile making a trip from further away,
as indeed many people do. As you know,
CDXC membership is drawn from all parts
of the country, and it is still increasing —
well over 500 at present. It seems very

likely that there are a number of centres of
population which could easily support a
CDXC event other than in the London area.
If so, the Committee would be happy to
arrange one. However, it has been tried
before, albeit not recently, so we must be
fairly sure that the local support is there. Let
us know!
SEE YOU AT THE AGM/SOCIAL ON
JULY 20
73 es gud DX, John, G3LAS

Presidents Patter
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG
I am pleased to report real progress with the
design of the new CDXC QSL card.
Some members will remember that we used
to have a card that showed a Chiltern
cottage on the front. These were organised
by Ian G4LJF and were printed in Hong
Kong. However, since Ian has retired, this
option is no longer available and, in any
case, we now need a card that reflects our
much broader membership base and
activities.
The front of the new card is shown in the
photo pages of this Digest and can be seen
in full colour on our web page. The front
reflects our full range of activities including
publishing the Digest, DXing,
DXpeditioning, contesting and our awards
programme. A space has been left on the
front of the card for the member's name,
call sign and address. Our thanks to Mike's,
G3SED, team at Nevada for the design.
Personally, I think it's great!
The reverse of the card is currently being
finalised. The right hand side will carry
some details about CDXC and the left-hand
side will be for QSO details. A standard
Avery label size (21 labels per A4 sheet) has
been adopted. This can be amended by the
member as required, as can any part of the
left-hand side (possibly at a small cost
negotiable with the printer).

We are currently obtaining a number of
quotations from printers both in the UK and
on the Continent. We then plan to select one
or two of the most competitive printers.
Final designs will be lodged with the
selected printer(s) and members will deal
directly with them. If any member is
interested in quoting for this printing, please
get in touch with me. In due course, we will
make order forms available on our web site
and in the Digest.
Before too long, we will arrange for sample
MOCDX cards to be circulated to each
member with the Digest. We will also
circulate these samples with our marketing
packs to prospective members. We have
found a very competitive source of labels —
details will follow in due course.
I hope members like the new design and that
there will be a good take-up. Hopefully, the
card will attract new members. Of course,
we could also make this card available to
DXpeditioners as part of our sponsorship
programme.
We had a wonderful turnout for the CDXC
Dinner and Boxmoor Lodge looked after us
very well indeed. Let's hope for an equally
good turnout for the AGM and Summer
Social at Don's, G3XTT, QTH on Saturday
20 July.

Secretary's Update
Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL

CDXC oilers a warm welcome to the following new members:

Call

Worked

Name

Location

G3GEJ

200+

Les Airey

N.Yorks

G4KEE

197

Victor Tomkins

Devon

MOKCM

130

Ian Sweatman

Coventry

MOVGG

131

Jim Tricklebank

Binningham

PenaIlt Trophy 2002
Ian Capon GOKRL (Awards & Trophies Manager)

The Penallt Trophy results for 2002 are:
1st. G3LZQ with 108 entities.
2nd. G41RN with 69 entities
3rd. G4OBK with 50 entities
4th. G4FVK with 23 entities
5th. G4HSD with 21 entities
Congratulations to all concerned. Hopefully there will be an increase in entries next year. Full
details will appear here in the Digest nearer the time.

information resources on the World Wide
Web including those we used to prepare
ourselves for the trip (such as the useful
www.state.gov/www.background_notes/bur
kina_0398_bgn.html). The Internet really is
a marvellous source of data and advice if
you know how to look (I usually start by
searching on www.Google.com and work
out from there). Sources such as the CIA
World fact book
(http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbo
old) give statistical data about any country
in the world, along with travel safety advice.
There is even a site that gives current
weather from Ouagadougou
(autobrand.wunderground.com ) I

tiredness and in about a day, all of the
equipment was neatly boxed and bagged on
the ground, ready for the next trip. A hired
truck carried it all, plus us, to a secure
storage place and we experienced our last
trip across central Ouagadougou watching
the hubbub of city life over the truck's side
panels. The sight of so many happy white
faces peering out of the truck caused many
bemused looks from the locals, who maybe
thought it was a prison truck !
Pretty soon we paid our hotel bills and said
our goodbyes, then departed on the Ghana
Airways plane for Accra. By the time we
arrived back at the arrivals hall at Accra, the
tiredness had started to kick in and 1, for
one, was soon tucked-up in bed that night.

The Government websites are good places
to look for official information on visas and
inoculations, whilst hotels often have their
own websites so you can see where you'll
be staying (unfortunately, few of them seem
to show pictures of their takeoff towards the
major population centres). The Hotel
Splendide in Ouagadougou has its own
website at www.ahrbf.com/pwesplen.htm,
while the Paloma Hotel in Accra is online at
www.africaonline.com.gh/Paloma/hotel.htm

QSL Information
The Voodudes QSL policy remains as in
previous years. Rather than just sending
QSLs for all QS0s, Roger G3SXW replies
individually to all requests. The incoming
requests are still coming via E-MAIL
(G3SXW@Compuserve.com ), direct (Roger
Western, 7 Field Close, Chessington,
Surrey, KT9 2QD, ENGLAND) or via the
QSL bureaux.

Our travel arrangements were made through
Expertravel (www.expertravel.com.gh ) in
Accra, Ghana. The friendly, helpful and
efficient staff went out of their way to make
us feel at home.

Conclusion

HF Convention 2002
The programme for this year's Convention was still being finalised at press time, but please note
that the venue will once again be the Beaumont Conference Centre in Old Windsor, and the
dates are 11-13 October. More details, along with a booking form, will appear with the July
Digest.

ROTAB Trophy
Last time I mentioned that we don't always given recognition to those within our ranks who
have reached high levels of achievement. Thanks to Colin, G3PSM, RSGB HF Manager and
Chairman of the HF Committee, I am able to bring you a list of past recipients of the ROTAB
("Royal Order of Transatlantic Brasspounders") Trophy. This Trophy goes back, as you will see
from the table which appears overleaf, a very long way, and is awarded at the discretion of the
RSGB HF Committee for "Consistent and Outstanding Achievement in HF DXing". Where no
recipient is shown for a particular year (for example during the war years), then no trophy was
awarded. It seems regrettable that no award was made in 2001, as there must surely be some
worthy potential recipients out there. Nominations for this year should go to Colin, G3PSM.

Looking back on the DXpedition and totting
up the cost (around $3k per person), it is fair
to ask, was it all worth it? Speaking
personally, I'd say "definitely"! We
experienced West Africa up close, had
thousands of QSOs (hopefully making 2nd
place in the biggest CW contest of the year)
and had a lot of fun together. I learnt a
whole lot about DXpeditioning, found out
what it's really like to be at the DX end of
huge pileups, and made it home in one
piece.

For those without Internet access, books
such as the Rough Guide to West Africa are
ideal for general information about
travelling to and within these countries.

Many, many thanks for an absolutely
splendid article Gary...we are lucky in this
club to have some of the real contesting
cognoscenti and we are equally lucky to
have this article first, as Gary informs me
the Voodudes are in discussion to publish it
in CQ Magazine and possibly CQ JA ...but
remember you heard it here first!...well
done all VooDudes, you are really a credit
to Contesting...

References
On the group's website at: www.voodudes.org
you will find some more pictures and tales
from our trip, along with hyperlinks to other
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sending, ignored my pleas to QRX,
and continually interfered with
everyone else. Some of them may
just have been Bad operators having
a really Bad day, while some were
simply incompetent operators. I
suspect, though, that the rest were
plain rude and ignorant. Working
the lids was always a nightmare, best
avoided at all costs.
Dear reader, ponder a moment: given the
choice of working Good, Bad or Ugly
callers, guess which we'd choose first?
Why spend unnecessary time working Bad
ones when the Good were waiting patiently?
Even with a more limited choice, do you
think we'd ever work Ugly ops when we
could be calling CQ to get the pileup going
again? Please remember this in your next
pileup. If you call blindly you will probably
reduce your chances of ever working the
station compared to just listening! Instead
of calling, spend your time listening to the
DX operator's style and rhythm and, most
importantly, listen in the pileup until you
hear someone he is actually working CUP I'
doesn't necessarily mean exactly 1,000 Hz
higher!!). If you are CERTAIN the QSO
has completed successfully, by all means
tail-end, but always beware of doubling.
Lastly, don't forget this is supposed to be
fun for all of us! If it all gets too much, take
a break, like I did.

story, and was certainly not due to lack of
effort or experience on that band.
In the week before the contest, Roger
figured out an operating rota on the
assumption that Bob would join us. When
this became impossible, we extended our
`on' periods to cover the gaps and basically
muddled through. With hindsight, we
should have taken more care over the
Sunday morning session. Having operated
hard on Saturday, those of us who stayed up
Saturday night were completely exhausted
by dawn Sunday. I found myself literally
falling asleep at the key once or twice, and
my accuracy, speed and tolerance all
suffered (belated apologies for anyone
struggling to understand my nonsense
sending!). Some strong coffee might have
helped us through the Sunday morning
doldrums but at least we slept well when the
day crew took over around 8am!
We tracked our actual scores graphically
against `stretch targets' discussed and
agreed the previous week, on an hourly
basis. Our performance was very close to
the predictions, thanks to the group's prior
experience and good conditions, leading to
our highest-ever QSO count (nearly 16,000)
and claimed score (41.1 million points).
The band-by-band breakdown is shown
below.
Multipliers

Band

The Contest

160m

With a reasonable sunspot count,
propagation was good on the mid- and highfrequency bands. 15m and 20m were open
day and night, with 10m and 40m not far
behind. The two highest bands closed down
for a couple of hours around noon due to
solar absorption, apparently (remember:
operating from a tropical location was an
entirely new experience for me!) and were
pretty slow overnight. Otherwise, our QSO
rates on most bands were limited by contest
QRM and (in my case at least) operator
fatigue. 160m and 80m, however, were hard
going. Our low QSO count on 160m in
comparison to the other bands tells its own

80m
40rn

20m
15m
10m
Total
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CISOs
168

Zones
12

Countries
44

590
2061
4342
4600
4212
15,973

23
35
40
38
39
187

75
118
146
149
145
677

Past Winners of the RSGB ROTAB Trophy
1924

2QD

1968

G2LB

1926

2SZ

1969

G3FKM

1929

GI5YW

1970

G3AAE

1930

G6PP

1971

1931

G5ML

1972

1932

G2VQ

1973

G2HKU

1933

G5YG

1974

G2QT

1934

G2ZQ

1975

G2FYT

1935

G6XQ

1976

G3KDB

1936

G6WY

1977

G3FXB

1937

G6NJ

1978

G5VT

1938

G2XV

1979

G3KMA

1939

GM6RG

1980

GI3IVJ

1940

G6BW

1981

GM3I TN

1946

G6CU

1982

G3MCS

1947

G6Z0

1983

G3TXF

1948

G2MI

1984

GI3OQR

1949

G8IG

1985

G3NOF

1951

G5QA

1986

G3HTA

1952

G6BY

1987

G3LQP

1953

G6YQ

1988

G3GIQ

1954

G4CP

1989

G4LJF

1956

G5DQ

1990

G4BWP
GW4BLE

1957

G6GN

1991

1958

G8KS

1992

G4EDG

1959

G3AAM

1993

G3XTT

1960

G2PX

1994

G3SXW

1961

G3FPQ

1995

GOA RF

1962

GI5UR

1996

G3ZAY

1963

G3YF

1997

G3HCT

1964

G2PL

1998

G8JM

Breaking down & storage

1965

G2LU

1999

G3VMW

Those of you who are involved in Field Day
probably know that dismantling a temporary
station takes a fraction of the time it took to
put together. With the elation of a very
successful contest behind us, we ignored our

1966

GI4RY

2000

IIJQJ

1967

G2CP

2001

No award
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the previous QS() finished.

Also on the subject of achievement in the field of HF DXing, I had mentioned that we seemed to
have lost track of UK winners of the prestigious 5-band WAZ award. This is generally regarded,
in degree of difficulty, as roughly the same as working 200 countries on each of the main five
bands. It's those tough zones on 10 and 80 metres that seem to prove the sticking point
(typically zones 1, 19, 31). Thanks to John G3LZQ, I can bring you an up-to-date list.
Remember that you can apply for the award with 150 of the 200 zones confirmed, but the real
achievement is obviously "working the lot". This list shows both. Congratulations to all
concerned.

UK 5RWAZ Recipients

5B-WAZ Number

63
113
166
230
236
241
259
262
278
379
412
439
485
494
513
568
626
627
633
646
697
826
831
854
933
954
965
970
1062
1181
1224
1255

Basic Level (no. of
zones

170

151

199
153
197

198

151
153
180

198
197

177
153

Call

G2GM
G3MCS
GM3YTS
G4DYO
G3XTT
G3GIQ
GM3YOR
G3VIE
GI3IVJ
G3TJW
G4BWP
G3KMQ
G4GIR
G4LJF
GW4OFQ
G4GED
G4ZYQ
G3UML
G3VOF
G4IUF
G4MVA
G4BUE
G3MXJ
G3KDB
G311/13
G3LNS
GM3WIL
G3NLY
G5LP
G3NXG
G3IFB
G3LZQ

bound to have been some), they really have
only themselves to blame.

precisely on my receive frequency just as

5-Band WAZ

All 200 Date

10-Feb-82

31-May-89
10-Jan-87

14-Jun-86
11-Feb-88
07-Jul-88
05-Aug-88
08-Dec-88
20-May-89
20-Dec-89
21-Mar-90
23-Ap1-93
21-May-94

28-Mar-95
07-Mar-99
18-Jun-95

13-Oct-01
08-Mar-02

All 200 All 200 Number

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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228
133

122
165
185
188
199
227
253
266
356
388

410
487
421

572
589

The realities of being DX really hit me on
the Sunday morning. The combination of
physical and mental exhaustion,
QRM/QRN, and sheer frustration at the
usual raft of arrogant lids made me resort to
something I've never done before: I gave up
on good pileups in order to move and find a
clear frequency. Here I'd start over until the
lids found me, and eventually I'd move
again. I wish to apologise openly to all the
patient, good operators who I deserted each
time, and hope that that they worked us later
on. Sorry, it was all I could do to stay
awake and keep working. At least I took
some pleasure in the thought that the most
incompetent lids probably carried on blindly
calling me for ages!

Accuracy is always a major concern in
multiplier contests: there's nothing more
frustrating than missing a potential
multiplier because you are unable to
confirm the complete callsign (usually
because of lid callers who just won't give it
a rest, sometimes because of QRM from
other pileups).
We all took as much care as possible to
work and log callers accurately, but
inevitably we made mistakes. This was the
main aspect where I feel I could have done
better: having not been very active for some
time before the contest, I took longer than
usual to get my ear tuned-in and found
myself struggling to send accurate Morse. I
suspect my worse performance on both send
and receive was early Sunday morning, after
a long overnight operating session, when my
energy really dipped-out. Next time, I
really must reserve more energy for the
Sunday dawn marathon (and maybe some
caffeine and sugar would help).

As to the DX station's view of those on the
other end of the pileups, I guess personally I
would split them (us!) into three camps:

CW speed is always an issue during
contests. Not all of us are ardent CW
enthusiasts, whilst QRM and band
conditions often cause additional problems.
Throughout the contest, I tried not to let my
sending speed up too much but, with the
adrenaline rushing and the pileups neverending, it was a constant tendency. One
thing I consciously tried was to match my
sending speed to that of each caller, but
even this cunning strategy was thwarted by
the huge pileups at XT2DX: there simply
wasn't the time or energy to keep twiddling
the keyer speed knob. Still, if anyone was
noticeably slower and seemed to be
struggling to copy me, I usually made the
effort to slow down and confirm the details,
especially my callsign.

•

Firstly, the Good. These matched
my speed, timing and style, and were
efficient to the extreme - no
continuous repeats, listening intently
transmission,
between
each
responding instantly to being called
with the bare minimum information,
sending perfectly and rhythmically.
Working the Good ops was sheer
pleasure — each one meant another
solid call in the log with no waste,
and straight back to business.

•

Next the Bad. They would call out
information
of turn,
repeat
unnecessarily without listening, send
superfluous information ("TNX
CUL" etc.) and were generally
clumsy (e.g. slow to respond when
called). Working them was more of
an effort but we got there in the end.
Lastly, of course, were the Ugly.
These lids and self-appointed pileup
police were either totally deaf or, at
best, were "having severe trouble"
hearing me. They made little or no
attempt to follow what I was

Speaking of callsigns, I think we all
naturally adopted a strategy actively
promoted by long-time DXer and Voodude,
G3SXW. We sent our own callsign often,
generally as part of every QSO or CQ call.
If anyone mis-logged us (and there are
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paddles and headphones, and loads of patch
cables, computer cables etc. Worthy of
special mention, though, were walky-talkies
used to contact operators in the shack from
the antenna field. These were extremely
useful during antenna tuning and testing.
The brand new 80m vertical dipole, in
particular, was specially built for us and
required careful tuning to match it to the
cable: this would have been even more
tedious if we had to shout each message
from the ground to the roof and then relay to
the shack!

and listen, trying to match the caller's
rhythm and speed so he would realise I was
calling him. The most astute callers would
simply repeat their callsigns once and listen
for me to repeat the characters I could pick
out, and so on until I had the whole call.
This process worked especially well when
callers were slightly spread out since I was
also listening intently to the tone of one
particular caller. Another caller with some
of the same letters in his callsign would
almost certainly have called back offfrequency (although I did have a couple of
coincident partials during the test and lost a
little time sorting them out). And of course
I hoped that the lid callers with entirely
different calls were at least off-frequency.

Working pile-ups - from the DX side
Undoubtedly the biggest lessons for me as a
rookie DXpeditioner came when I went on
air with such a rare prefix. Generally it only
required a CQ call or two before the callers
started appearing. Virtually all my
operating was contest-style, including from
9G and XT2 prior to the contest itself.

Another difference I noticed compared to
calling DX stations from home was that I
rarely needed to use narrow CW filters:
mostly, I was listening through the SSB
filters at I.8kHz or wider. Sure, this meant I
heard a whole lot of calls all at once but,
once I was really up to speed, I found I
could more easily pick out individual
signals by ear, focusing on the tone, speed,
timing and style of the callers. With narrow
filters, I found I was wasting time tuning in
each signal and still had to wait for full or
partial calls to come through. [The opposite
is true from the home end: there, I usually
put all the filters in to pick out the DX
station from the mush of other callers. I've
noticed that it's usually better to open up the
filters when tuning around the pileups
looking for the callers being worked (here's
a CW DXers hint: listen for the "5NN"
exchange).]

Almost always outside the contest, I
operated split (mostly listening 1 to 5 kHz
up the band from my transmit frequency) to
make sure callers could hear me working
people so I could keep control of the
pileups. Even during the contest, I was
quite often listening slightly off-frequency
(within a few hundred Hertz either side)
because the pileups were so huge that I had
to move the receiver just to resolve
individual calls. More on this below.
Our operating techniques during the contest
were optimised for efficiency, accuracy and
speed (more-or-less in that order). We
could have sent and received faster Morse
but that would have impacted the efficiency
and accuracy. The most accurate QSO
style, however, with full repeats and
confirmations would have been too slow for
the contest, so we compromised. For
example I chose to fill-in partials rather than
repeat the whole call (e.g. I might pick-out
"2XX" from the pile-up, reply "2XX
5NN35", receive "5NN05 W2XX" and I'd
confirm "W2 TU"). Sometimes when the
pileups were really huge and unruly, I was
only able to pick-out individual characters:
this time, I'd just repeat a character once

One exception, though was a huge pileup on
10 metres. The pileup was unusually big
with lots of lids constantly calling over me
and each caller. Here I was genuinely
surprised to discover that Japanese hams,
more than most others, make a real effort to
listen in the pileup. Despite the constant big
pile of lids, I was able to keep a good rate of
mostly Japanese QSOs using all the
TS850's CW filters, tuning slightly to one
side or another to pick-off callers. The
Japanese seemed highly adept at calling
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

CDXC

CHILTERN DX CLUB

The UK DX rehOdhlion

As required by paragraph 8 of the CDXC Constitution, notice is hereby given that the 2002
Annual General Meeting will be held at 1200 noon on Saturday July 20 th, at the QTH of Don
Field, G3XTT, 105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley on Thames RG9 5HJ.

AGENDA

1.

Apologies for absence

2.

Acceptance of the minutes of the 2001 AGM

3.

Chairman's Report

4.

Secretary's Report

5.

Treasurer's Report

6.

Election of New Committee

7.

Election of Auditor

8.

Any Other Business

Note that all committee members shall resign at the Annual General Meeting and, if they so
wish, be eligible for re-election. Therefore nominations are required for all committee
positions.
Nominations and items for AOB must be given to the Secretary prior to the
commencement of the AGM.

Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL
Secretary, Chiltern DX Club
May 2002

8Q7ZZ - CRYSTAL CLEAR DX GROUP'S DXPEDITION TO MALDIVES 2002

Mark Haynes, MODXR
I clearly remember the time when 1 had the initial thought of running a DXpedition. It was a
Geography lesson last April, just over a month after arriving home from D68C when I
completely lost interest in what the teacher was saying (quite rare, of course) and I realised that I
had the DXpeditioning bug. The core team did warn me whilst in the Comoros that this is likely
to happen — thanks guys, hi! I was privileged in being invited to take part in the D68C
DXpedition as a youngster and it was a wonderful experience. So, I was trying to think about
what could be done next.
8Q7ZZ is a follow on from D68C in the sense that one of the aims is to promote HF DXing and
amateur radio for newcomers and youngsters. With the Foundation Licence now at full throttle
there is much scope for an increasing amateur population of the younger generation. This is very
important for the hobby, as the new youngsters ensure that there is a future for amateur radio.
Before long, the Crystal Clear DX Group was formed and I set out to establish a good
productive team with a wide variety of skills and operating preferences. I felt that an
international team would also demonstrate the good social side of the hobby. The DXpedition
team is comprised primarily of the younger generation, myself at 18 years of age being the
leader. Other members are Robert MOTTT (age 15), Fabian DJIYFK (age 18) and one adult
Tony EA2AIJ. We have all discussed what we aim to do, everything from antenna projects to
operating procedures and have as a result come up with the following hypothesis:
•
•
•

We will promote HF operating and DXing for newcomers and youngsters
Show that it is possible for a team of youngsters to organise and run a successful DXpedition
and to encourage future operations
Allow the opportunity for top DXers to make as many band/mode slot contacts with the
Maldives as possible

The team departs London on 28' h July 2002, and we plan to on air on the evening of the 29' h /
early morning of the 30 th . We will be active on all HF bands and 6m for around 10 days. We will
stay at the Lohifushi Island Resort in north Male Atoll (the same location that Steve, G4JVG
operated from as 8Q7SL in January).
8Q7ZZ will have 2 stations running 24 hours a day with a third catering for 6m. The third
station will run in beacon mode on 6m and when we have an opening the station will become
operational. The third station may also run on HF if required.
Equipment is as follows:
• 2 x FT-900, loaned by RSGB IOTA
• 1 x IC 756PRO II, loaned by Icom (UK)
• 1 x Loundenboomer amplifier, loaned
by G4JVG
• Cushcraft A3S tribander, loaned by
FSDXA

•
•
•
•

Cushcraft A3WS tribander (12/17/30),
loaned by FSDXA
Trident 5ele monoband 6m Yagi
Carolina Windom 160 special, donated
by Waters and Stanton
Telescopic sectional masts (FSDXA)

All of the above equipment, plus all the other bits and pieces, will travel with us on the aircraft.
The airline we will fly with, Monarch Airlines, has agreed an increased weight allowance for the
expedition which is a great help.
The Crystal Clear DX Group feel that communication with the amateur public is most important
before departure. In order for you to have a good idea where to find us, we aim to operate on the
frequencies shown in the table. This can be used in conjunction with the propagation predictions
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dry the air so it was even more important to
keep drinking bottled water (we probably
averaged about three litres each per day).

In previous years, the group has used a
helium balloon to raise the topband antenna
but helium is prohibitively expensive. With
the additional risk of snagging the other
antennas, we decided to make the best of the
roof height to support wire dipoles on 160m
and 80m, sloping down to the adjacent field
to the North.

Station

Our main transceivers were TS930s. These
venerable rigs had done sterling service for
the Voodudes over the years but are now
showing the effects of age and storage in
less-than-ideal tropical conditions. Two of
them failed in testing prior to the contest
although, with some help from a service
manual on the Internet, Andy was able to
scavenge parts from one to repair the other.

The beams were each installed atop 10 or
20-foot lattice tower sections temporarily
held in place with rope guys tied off to rebar
stubs protruding from the hotel roof, or to
rope lassos over the concrete parapet. The
rotators, recently refurbished by our friends
in Ghana, were mostly OK apart from the
15in one which had problems with the
midday heat (maybe we should paint them
white or silver next year?).

We used three other rigs:
•

An IC756 on Topband — also used
on 6m outside the contest

•

FT1000MP on 20m

•

TS850SAT on 10m.

Installing the antennas was the slowest and
most laborious part of the station assembly,
especially under the blazing African sun.
The fact that our three local helpers spoke
no English and were all called Mahmud
made the process something of a challenge!

The amplifiers were five Alphas plus one
Ameritron. We generally ran less than a
kilowatt because, with reasonable antennas
in a good location, there was no need to run
the amplifiers flat-out. More power might
have helped us control the pileups but we
seldom needed it (I doubt the 'ugly'
operators [see below] would have suddenly
doubled their IQ just because we were a few
decibels louder!).

The Beverage antenna was a great
disappointment. Mike installed the antenna
wire along the back of the hotel on top of a
convenient wall. It seemed to work well
before the contest and for the first few
hours, but during the event it proved
useless. We never did diagnose the
problem, although at first we thought the
wire may have been stolen (it wasn't).

Next to the rare callsign, of course, our
antenna farm was our greatest asset. We ran
dedicated monoband antennas for each
station:

Band

160m
80m

All logging was computerised using
K 1 EA's CT program. The computers were
networked using Ethernet over coax,
allowing us to exchange messages and keep
track of the overall score progression from
any station. We also used a PacketCluster
connection using a modem to access the
Internet through a Burkinabe Internet
Service Provider whose office was
conveniently just across the main road from
the hotel. This worked fairly reliably
throughout.

Antennas
Sloping dipole

Loaded vertical
Vertical loaded
dipole

Beverage
(shared)

Sloping dipole
40m
20m
15m
10m

Two-element Yagi
Three-element Yagi
Three-element Yagi
Four-element Yagi

The remaining peripherals were pretty
standard: ETM3C or MM3 keyers, various
ss

just died.
For the last 2 and half hours 20 and 15 kept
me awake, just. Until I was jerked into full
consciousness by 'HMV `. No it's
5N0/G3SVW for a great bonus. I wasn't
awake enough to ask him to QSY though!
I jogged through to 0958Z for my last
contact with G3XYV.
I use Writelog so I didn't have a running
score so I was a bit taken aback when I
realised later how close I had come to 10000
points. I ended up with 1020 good Qs and
9860 points claimed.
Great contest, good location and plenty of
activity.
See you all next year.

PS. The 5 banders were 5B4AGC,
5B4AGN, 9H I ZA, GOIVZ, GOKBL,
G3HLU, G3GLL, G3IAF, G3JJG, G3JJZ,
G3KMQ, G3KZR, G3LET, G3LIK,
G3LZQ, G3MXJ, G3VDL, G3VY1,
G3WPH, G3ZGC, G4BUO, G4CZB,
G4IIY, G4KTI, G4TS1-UP, GB5CC,
GW3HGJ, GW3KDB, J88DR, VE1ZJ,
VE2ZO, VE3EJ, VE3IAY, VE3QAA,
VE3VHB, VE7CC.

PPS. That 160m dipole. I did put out a call
on 160 and was just heard at 339 by Bob,
G3PLP.

Many thanks Bob...a heady cocktail of
family, work and the shack I have borrowed
for the past few years being unavailable
meant I missed BERU this year...much
miffed! ...despite the low Q rate (from G
anyway) it really is a great event which
gives one a sense of taking part in the
history of radio (Oh Oh! Pseuds Corner is
just around the bend)... anyway that's
enough blather from me; now it's over to
Gary G4IFB for the second part of his
experiences at XT2DX....over to you Gary...

XT2DX pt II
The latest Voodudes contest DXpedition
Hotel facilities and shack
The Hotel Splendide is a modern, clean and
tidy hotel with about 60 guest rooms on two
floors. The ground floor houses the
reception area, bar and dining room. The
hotel's top floor contains the main
conference room (about 100m 2 ) in the
centre with 'syndicate rooms' (about 20m 2)
on either side. The main room was ideal for
our purposes, and the hotel kindly lent us
the conference room furniture - sturdy tables
and comfortable chairs.

for the best time to contact 8Q7ZZ at certain times of day. These will be displayed on our
website.
8Q7ZZ will QSL all received cards either via the bureau or direct (with sufficient postage costs
included). The QSL manager is Phil, G3SWH who always does a fantastic job - thanks Phil!
Lots of organisations and DX clubs, such as CDXC, GMDX, RSGB, GDXF and NCDXF, have
also made a contribution to the expedition and we are most grateful. Sponsorship has also been
received from the following individuals: G3WGV, DL7AKC, JA3AER, G3TMA, G3KZR, and
W3EF.
On behalf of the team I would also like to express thanks to Neville, G3NUG for his help and
support and also to Steve, G4JVG for a sparing the time to conduct a site survey on Lohifushi
Island and collecting information to help with logistics. Also, thanks to our sponsors - a full list
can be found on our website www.8q7zz.com .

We arranged the six monoband stations in
band sequence in a U-shape, making it
easier to pass multipliers between adjacent
bands. Most of the time, there were at least
three stations in operation. At dawn and
dusk, all stations were manned, although of
course the level of activity varied across the
spectrum.
By arrangement with the management,
Roger persuaded the hotel electricians to run
dedicated mains power cables to the
conference room from the hotel's main
supply. I was relieved to hear that the hotel
had a standby generator but needn't have
worried as we experienced no problems
with the power.
There was easy access to the aerials from
the corridor outside the conference rooms.
Fire doors at each end lead out to the flat
roofs of the lower floors, and a staircase
from the lower floors leads up to the lift
room and upper roof. We simply laid the
antenna and rotator cables across the floor
and out the doors. If anyone wanted a break
from the contest, a short walk onto the roof
was usually enough: at midday it was well
over a hundred degrees as the intense
sunlight reflected off the roofs reflective
covering.

Wiz

CW

SSB

R*1 1

3.5
7
10.1
14
18
21
24.8
28
50

3505
7005
10106
14025
18075
21025
24895
28025
50095

3795
7055

3570
7035

14195
18145
21295
24945
28495
50110 (beacon)

14085

14070

21085

21070

28075

I, 11

PSR.-31

29580

28070

DX AND EVENTS CALENDAR
(tnx 425 DX News for most of this)
till 29/05
till 2004
till August
till 30/05
till 31/12
till Jun 2003
till ??
till 2003
till 2003
till 31/05
till Dec
till Dec
till 15/05
till Oct
till 16/05
till 08/05
till 08/05
till 10/05
07/05-12/05
16/05
16/05-19/05

C6AGN: Bahamas by KM I E
CN2PM: Morocco by G3WQU
ET3PMW: Ethiopia by W4PFM
HLI7FWC: special event station
OP IA: special event station
P5/4L4FN: North Korea
RIANF: Bellingshausen Base
RW IA1 & RIANC: Vostok Base
T3OES: Butaritari (OC-017), W.
Kiribati by NI JSY
T9/F5LPY: Bosnia
TT8DX: Chad
VKOMQI: Macquarie Island
VQ9GB: Diego Garcia by K7GB
ZD9IR: Gough Island by ZS6RI
FG/F6FXS: Guadeloupe (NA-102)
OX/OZIEQC: Greenland (NA-018,
NA-134, NA-220)
KHI: Baker Island (OC-089) by
YT IAD and others
FG/F5IN: Guadeloupe (NA 107)
TM5Y: Yeu Island (EU-064)
HV5PUL: Vatican City
KHO/JM I YGG: Saipan (OC-086)

17/05-27/05
18/05-24/05
18/05-01/06
19/05-02/06
20/05-22/05
21/05-04/06
23/05-24/05
25/05-30/05
27/05-30/05
29/05-09/06
31/05-30/06
31/05-03/06
May

from May
May-August
10/06-24/06
20/06-24/06
09/07-16/07

The conference rooms' air conditioners
were more than adequate to the task - in
fact, at times it felt quite cold. They also
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TN3B and TN3W: Congo by EA's
AH6HY/AH8: (OC-077)
TM5CW: special call by FSSJB
TMOA: special call (France)
OY/DL2RTK and OY/DL2VFR:
JT I Y by IOSNY and I8KGZ
TF7/DL2RTK and TF7/DL2VFR:
EU-071
TF1 (as above): EU-021
TF5 (as above) EU-168
GB50 (Windsor Castle))
DT#FWC: special event stations
(Korea)
GN3XRQ: Rathlin Island (EU-I 22)
7X: Habibas Isis (AF-???) by
7X2R0,0M3CGN,OM2DX,OM3JW
LU I ZA: WABA LU-I4, South
Orkneys (AN-008)
TA: Kefken Island (AS-I59) by
TA2s
VP8ITN: Falkland Islands (SA-002)
by GM3ITN
IBOA: Zannone Island (EU-045)
WRTC (http://www.wrtc2002.org )

POSTBAG
now hold 5BWAZ Certificate No 1224 as a
result of making it with FO/DL I AWI last
year on 80m CW for Zone 31.

From Dave MOBZK: Hi Don, I fully concur
with Bernie W3UR on his article on pile-up
behaviour, there is a lot of mis-use of pileups, mostly I think by certain central
European countries. As I am disabled I
spent most of my time in the shack trying to
work DX stations with my 100w and a
vertical so 1 have some difficulty in
breaking these pile-ups. I also find that
some DX stations leave a lot to be desired in
their operating. A certain DX station this
month was working on 24.935 and was
calling "QRZ up", but with no QRG that he
was listening on. He was spotted on the
Cluster as being worked on 24.980. What
chance do we stand as this was taking up
most of the band.

Best wishes & good hunting 73,
Frank Bliss G3IFB

From Nobby, GOVJG: British Wireless for
the Blind Fund (BWBF) is a charity, which I
have supported for about five years. Their
aim is to provide audio equipment for the
registered blind on permanent loan. In past
years I have taken part in transmission 98,
99 and so on. BWBF sent me an info pack
i.e. sponsor form and special QSL cards. I
then set about collecting sponsors from
friends, neighbours and work colleagues.
Each year I raised more and more; the most
I raised was well over £1000 but I wanted to
achieve more so, with the help of my club,
Cray Valley Radio Society, we set up
GB2FB at the 9th Dartford Scout Group
headquarters for Transmission 2001. We all
collected sponsors for each DXCC worked
or total number of QSOs. In September
2001 we set up 3 HF and one VHF stations.
The stations ran around the clock for 30
hours. We made almost 2000 QSOs and
worked 91 DXCCs. Some of the best were
ZL7/G3SXW and EMIHO. In total, we
raised £2200 pounds as a club and, for this
achievement, won a prize of a 7.6m
Tennamast kindly donated by Norrie of
Tennamast.

Other bad working by DX stations I have
heard includes:
I. changing frequency in the middle of a
pile-up at the request of a station who
wanted to work him on a different band.
2. talking too fast so callsign is
misunderstood
3. not giving callsign out
4. giving no QRG when working split
5. start to work by numbers by starting at 4
or 5 then going QRT or reverting back
to anybody before completing a full
circle
6. not giving IOTA number
7. not giving QSL manager

Cray Valley has already booked the hall for
transmission 2002. Thank you to 9th
Dartford Scout Group for their help.

8. having a 10 minute chat with his mate in
the middle of a pile-up
As I work special event stations I am used to
pile-ups so I see both sides of the matter.

If you would like to take part in
Transmission 2002 which is on 14 and 15
September 02 and would like more
information you can e-mail Nobby
gOvjg@aol.com or ring BWBF on 01634832501.

Dave Mapeley MOBZK (Station Manager
MKARS), dave@bletchlev.net

From Frank, G3IFB: Hello Don, Reference
your note concerning Roger G3LQP.In case
you are making a list of holders; after much
blood sweat & tears I am pleased to report I
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1758Z, it's that 9G5AA chap again, 536 to
426, this is getting to be a big hill to climb.

850SAT, AL80, and lots and lots of
antennas, TH7, TH6, 5e1 10m, 3 el 40m ,
dipoles and slopers for 80m. And even a top
band dipole if I was bored. Time too for a
quick play at pileup handling and then back
to the beach and the bar.

1900Z it's getting to the time to squeeze the
last G Qs out of 10 and 15. With a bit of
luck I may have some propagation well into
the evening. Some ZLs coming long path
(?) on 15 and then J88DR gives me 471 to
my 501. Soldier on, on 20 and 15, Gs, VKs,
Zls, all on the same NE heading. 2049Z,
J88DR gives me 495 to my 540. Still VEs
on all three HF bands.

March 9, 0530 local and it's dark outside,
all the sensible world is asleep. Still I could
have put our towels on the best sun
loungers, not even the sun worshippers were
up that early. Whose idea was it to move the
start time 2 hours earlier?

V5 ILK calls and QSYs for double bonus.

0550Z, at the cottage, not a soul stirring,
just a few folks walking along the lanes to
work. Turn on the gear and start to check,
10 nil, 15 nil, 20 a few stations, 40 aha,
some VEs and Ws, 80 nil. This doesn't look
too promising. Decide to kick off on 40 as at
least I will have a big signal there. Perhaps I
should have stayed in bed.

2154Z, still working Gs on 15 when up
comes Richard 9M2/G4ZFE for another
double bonus. A sneaky look on 40 gives
me a triple bonus from 5B4AGN.
2230Z, time to spend 15 mins on 40 to catch
the Gs before they go for their Horlicks.
Followed by a bit of searching on 15 when
who should I find but G4BUO sending
slowly and having a QSO ! A QSO, with
whom I wonder? Aha, 4S7EA of all people!
Wait patiently and give him a call, back he
comes for a very nice bonus.

1000Z. Bang CQ BERU' all over 40 so
quickly get as many VEs as 1 can find in the
log before charging off to 20. Nil on 80m —
still plenty of time for that later. After about
and hour or so start to hear the Gs and quite
quickly all the bands start to open up. I have
to admit being somewhat dismayed at the
serials being given out tho'. Console myself
that at least I will have lots of propagation
later. Gs, Gs, Gs for 30 minutes then back to
40 before it dies. I think this was
worthwhile as 80/40 are crucial if the bonus
score is to be good, VK2, VK6, VEs all in
the log.

Cruise over 20 on the way to 40 for 9HIZA
for 736 to my 685. He is getting away from
me again.
2355Z, down to 80 to catch the Gs who
have now finished their Horlicks and are
thinking it might be time for bed. Nice little
pile up.
VE3EJ gives me 749 to my 720. Well,
caught up a bit. 0033Z, 9G5AA gives me
699 to my 745 ! 0228Z, 9HIZA 853 to my
820. 0240Z, ZL2BR gives me, and him, a
triple bonus. 0320Z, and a nice 15m opening
to ZL and VK starts to fill in some more
bonus slots.

Straight up to 10 for Gs and yet more Gs.
5B4, 9H etc. Down to 15 aha 9G , back to
10 for the bonus. Don's already 191 to my
118 ! Even GB5CC is ahead of me. Back
and forth between 10 and 15 gets me to 221
with 5B4AGC on 165 — that's better but
wonder if George is in restricted section.

I was now entering a difficult part of the
contest when potentially all bands, 80 to 10,
were open to somewhere. So I just moved
from band to band, a CQ here, some hunting
and pouncing there.

1509Z, work 9HIZA who gives me 293 to
my 298. Better yet.
Back to earth with a bump at 1634 VE3EJ
gives me 435 to my 380, still it's only 55 Qs
! Back and forth, hop, hop, hop, 10, 15, 20
until Z24S calls for a nice bonus, can't get
him to move though.

From about 0530Z 80 and 40 were open
quite generally with good quiet conditions
and this continued until 0730Z when they
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From Alex, G3ZBE:
Thanks Don and now an important bit of
information from Roger...

And now continuing the BERU theme...over
to Bob...

Dear UK Contesters,
BERU 2002 8P9IF
by Bob Whelan G3PJT
March I, at the 8P9Z cottage in the hot
afternoon sun. No sign of any life, just a
note on the door. 'Hi Bob, sorry to miss
you. This is Tom's sleep time' so please
don't disturb him — me, I am down at
Mullins Beach — my favourite place while
he contests.' Signed Tom
W2SC/8P9JG/8P5A and Kathleen KA1JJR.

WRTC2002 is gathering a head of steam. It
takes place in Finland in July. Travelling
from UK, as far as I know, are G4BWP/
G4PIQ (Team UK), G4BUO + GOMTN
(Referees), G3SXW (Referee Co-ordinator),
G4JVG + G4VXE (social attenders).
Most of the considerable budget has been
raised in Finland/USA.
To fill the gap we are being asked to
contribute. You can buy 'chances' for a
competition - the two prizes are a free
return- ticket to Helsinki on SAS Airlines
with accommodation and entry to all WRTC
events thrown in.

March 4, back at the 8P9Z cottage to meet
Tom and Kathleen. 'How did you get on,
Torn,' says 1. 'Oh, only 8200 Qs, probably
be second.' How much sleep did you
have?', 'About 15 minutes ( in 48 hours) !'
I realise my 24 hour effort would sound a bit
wimpish. I perhaps should add that this was
48 hours of 2 radio contesting in the ARRL
SSB.
March 5, at the Barbados Ministry of
International Trade and Business. 'Can I
renew my amateur radio licence, please ?"
Certainly, have you got your licence
document ?', 'Yes here it is'. 'That will be
$40 BDS, please', Stamp, stamp, a few
signatures and 5 minutes later 1 have my
8P91F call renewed for a year and ready to
go. Now that's what I call service!

A completely free holiday!!
Alternatively, the return air-ticket can be
used any time until end of 2002. The prize
drawing will take place at Dayton on May
18th so the deadline for receipt of entries is
10th May.
If you would like to participate please send
cheques (payable to 'Roger Western') at
seven pounds per 'chance' to:

I had of course prepared for BERU with my
customary attention to diet and exercise, 6
days of rum punches (the liquid sort) and
much reclining in 28C sunshine. Seasoned
contesters know that such preparation is
vital if one is to have any chance of success.

Roger Western,
7 Field Close,
Chessington,
Surrey,
KT9 2QD

March 6, at the cottage. Tom left the cottage
in very good order, no sticking rotators, an
amplifier which worked, no equipment
problems at all. All I did was take my
laptop, key and Kenwood interface.

Many thanks for supporting this worthy
cause and entering for a very worthwhile
prize.
73 de Roger, G3SXW

March 8, time for setting up the station,
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I'm told that psk31 can copy signals you
can't hear; my reaction tends to be "In that
case you haven't had a QSO with anyone!"

How far do we go?
When computers started to appear in ham
radio it used to be a bit of a joke that we
would end up with my computer having a
QSO with your computer and then
exchanging QSL cards. All while the
operators concerned were watching the telly
or in the garden!

Do we really want to make the operator
more or less redundant?
Alex Allan, G3ZBE L.C.M.
(Luddite Club Member)
From Roger G3LQP: With regard to 5-Band
WAZ (see Roger's letter in the last Digest —
ed.), thanks for including it in the CDXC

A little while back I was having a not too
serious go in an SSB contest. I was
computer logging of course. I called an
American "run" station and what was
obviously a DVP /soundcard voice came
back with my callsign. I was a little
surprised at my own reaction, 1 actually felt
momentarily annoyed! Afterwards I
wondered why? I think it was because my
instinctive reaction was - "I expect to work
you, not a damned computer!"

Digest. I have received the QSL from
KH6ND, and the last 3 cards are USAbound for the 200 award. I reckon my
number is 19th in UK, and No 581 in the
world. Would like to see some more Gs on
the list.
Best 73 de Roger G3LQP

I use a computer in CW contests, it controls
the rig etc, sends reports and other
exchanges so my reaction was not really
logical was it? But we are getting steadily
closer now to the "joke" situation I
mentioned. If computer software gets to the
point where it can read a verbal callsign or
even a CW callsign, then your callsign
could be inserted in a standard SSB or CW
stored message and sent to you with the
usual, now meaningless, 59(9) report! The
only task remaining for the operator might
be to decide on operating strategies. Radio
and Rotator control, RF-tuning, Packet
Cluster and many other functions can all be
automated already. So maybe you really
should consider refocusing your selftraining activities towards DIY or
gardening!

From Henry, G3GIQ: Dear Editor, I see that

there has been some discussion regarding
the possibility of CDXC supporting IOTA
expeditions. A number of individuals have
worked extremely hard to make IOTA a
prestigious DX award, probably second only
to DXCC.
To me, it seems not unreasonable that
CDXC, which prides itself as the premier
DX organisation in the UK, should support
the top UK award in this manner. I have no
doubt that those entrusted with allocating
funds, would continue to exercise the same
degree of circumspection that they have
done in the past.
Henry Lewis, G3GIQ

I'm not being too serious really, but it did
make me think, "How far do we go with
automation? " As far as CW in particular is
concerned, if it ever becomes possible for
the software to read the complete contest
exchange, then the CW might as well be
ASCII or some other code! Don't scorn,
think where computers and software were
only 10 years ago!

From Bert, PA3G10: Dear Don & Neville,

After reading the latest CDXC Digest, there
seems to be some misunderstanding
regarding the PA3GIO QSL policy.
QSL (Preferably by the bureau) to PA3G10,
but please note:
A QSL is a confirmation of a QSO, I check
every QSL with my log, Therefore your
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is better to send by the bureau (!)

QSL is needed! When you don't send me
your QSL 1 will not send your QSL (in
advance) in the future...

Regarding error rates of a few percent, I
wonder if this is really a reason serious
enough to hold back all DXpedition cards
except for direct requests. Mistakes will
happen on both sides. It is not a perfect
world. I am serious with all I do but we
most not forget that this is a hobby what we
all enjoy, and a fast QSL exchange does add
a lot to that enjoyment. Some nice
DXpeditions did work me while I was on a
DXpedition myself. Some of these sent me
their cards via the bureau without waiting
for my QSL. On the other hand, another
nice DXpedition did work me in the same
way 2 years ago and I sent my DXpedition
card via the bureau but I am still waiting for
a reply... When I get the card in the future I
am less enthusiastic, hi. In my opinion it is
more efficient to get the QSL job done by
processing all (needed) cards and sending
them out via the bureau after sorting out the
direct ones. Of course there is some waste as
a result of (very) slow direct QSL requests
up to a year or more after the expedition...
but the majority found their way to them via
the bureau and this indeed is what many
DXers appreciate. My QSL return rate is not
less as mentioned in the article but is about
70-73%. This is slowly building via the
bureau year after year, therefore it is
important that people do not think that they
do not have to send me a QSL. My QSL
policy can be read (maybe not clearly
enough?) in the CDXC Digest some time
ago: November 2000 page 20 (the first short
article about VK9CQ & VK9XV)

I carefully check on a regular basis for calls
who seem not to send a return QSL by the
bureau, in order to keep the "waste" to a
minimum. I hate to see my cards go to the
(UK) QSL Bureau dustbin .. Please note that
others countries simply return these cards
with "not a member" etc. which helps me to
update my records more quickly. In PA the
bureau (who also handle cards for ON)
sends at least every 5 weeks to each
country. Since the central Dutch QSL
bureau is a half-hour drive from my home,
after an expedition 1 take my cards direct to
the bureau. They have no "back log" such as
in the UK.. no piles with boxes and boxes of
cards as seen in RadCom.. I noticed that
with some luck cards can be very fast via
the bureau; I've seen a note in the DL DX
newsletter that my bureau cards have even
arrived within one week, and a Brazilian
ham wrote to let me know his cards arrived
in PY within 2 months... When someone
says the bureau is slow I wonder if he has
made proper (fast) arrangements to send his
cards to and collect them from the central
bureau.
Unlike in the big UK .. In PA which is a
crowded and small country we have 50+
regional managers who receive and send the
cards to the central bureau every month.
Most active hams collect their cards every
month by visiting the regional meetings.
Indeed, the main reason for going to these
meetings in the first place is to send and
collect QSLs. I have noticed that, for many
hams, this is an important reason to be a
member of the national society.

It was also widely known on the Internet, on
QRZ.com, etc. and in recent Internet DX
magazines such as OPDX Bulletin, etc. 1
have also updated the QSL statement above
on QRZ.com and on my Website (QSL info)
for all my expedition calls. Back to the
saltmine. I have after made another 18,000
QSOs from FS, PJ7, PJ6, H19 & FJ which
brings my total close to 170,000.

I believe that fast exchange of QSLs is
important for many of us. Direct QSLing is
not always necessary (except it looks
impressive to see all that mail coming in)
and is very time consuming. Mail reliability
(including theft) is another matter for
concern nowadays... and gets worse each
last year... even in this country.. (PA!). And
besides this, to some countries (like 5Z4) it

73, Bert, PA3GIO
PA3GIO DXpeditions: www.pa3gio.n1/
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maintenance and, at Alan's request, to check
out possible Beverage runs for any future
operations. And obviously there were the
mandatory visits to local places of interest,
including the Arts Centre where typical
African souvenirs can be bought for
ridiculously low prices.

used as often now that the group has
decamped with its equipment to XT2-land.
Everything went swimmingly during
daylight hours and by dusk I appeared to be
ahead of the pack. Even when you are
working from outside the UK, you can
never expect to make more than 1,000
QSOs (absolute tops) in the 24 hours, so the
pace is fairly leisurely and there is both the
time and the incentive to move stations who
are a bonus, so 1 kept busy moving around
with stations like 8P9IF (G3PJT) and
5B4AGC.

CONCLUSIONS
To me the point of the foregoing is that, in
many ways, there isn't too much to tell. This
wasn't a case of some dangerous visit to a
barbaric nation. Ghana, like many
"emerging" nations is actually very civilised
(and probably safer than many parts of the
UK), with good infrastructure and, in this
case, a radio club that is available on request
to all comers. Travel is straightforward
(though you need to organise a visa
beforehand) and hotel accommodation both
good and reasonably priced. Health
precautions are minimal if you have already
had the basic inoculations. You need a
Yellow Fever certificate, and malaria
prophylaxis are recommended, though I
didn't see a single mosquito on this visit
(the risk tends to be greater in these
countries when you head inland, especially
into jungle areas). So it really is possible,
should you so wish, to make a contest
expedition and be DX with very little effort
and expense especially if, like so many of us
these days, you have frequent flyer miles,
Tesco vouchers, or whatever at your
disposal. There are many such locations
around the world and I would urge any and
all of you to give it a go from time to time.

Once dusk fell and I started to check out the
low bands it became clear (as I had
anticipated) that LF was going to be another
story. Noise levels were high, and my rates
dropped dramatically. On flying into Accra
the pilot had told us we had had to skirt a
200-mile storm belt (indeed, the aircraft was
actually hit by lightning during our final
approach), and there had been a couple of
spectacular thunderstorms following my
arrival. I also suspect there was some local
QRN close to the station — perhaps a faulty
insulator or somesuch. However, apart from
a break of an hour or so to go back to the
hotel for a bite to eat and to freshen up
ready for the night shift, I kept at it, but 40m
was hard and 80m almost impossible. On 80
I ended with just 6 QSOs, and five of these
were actually QSYs from 40.

THE AFTERMATH
There really isn't much else to say about the
contest. The results will speak for
themselves in due course. During the days
following the contest I was able to meet up
with Ralph 9GIRQ, who has always been
the Voodoo Contest Group's main contact
in Accra and is great company. Also George
9G1RL, who helps with licensing and
renewals, always something of a trial in
Ghana as the wheels of bureaucracy tend to
turn exceedingly slowly. To try to help
things along, I also visited the key official at
NCA, the licensing authority. It always
helps to maintain these personal contacts, of
course. In addition, I dropped by the club
station again to do some general

Summa

Band
80m
40m
20m
15m
10
Totals

QSOs
6
86
236
268
267
863

Claimed score: 7655 pts
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Bonuses
6
23
54
48
36
167

decision by BA to cancel my return flight,
which meant coming back a day earlier or
staying on an extra two days. I opted for the
latter, as I expected to have a fairly busy
programme in Accra, mainly in terms of
meeting up with some of the locals (see
below).

Commonwealth Contest from 9G
by Don G3XTT
I'm not a particular fan of the
Commonwealth Contest, at least not when
participating from the UK. It's always a real
slog, for relatively few QS0s. However, I
was able to enter a couple of years ago from
VP9 (see May 2000 Digest, p.46) and it was
a whole new experience. So this year, with
more time on my hands than used to be the
case and some unused frequent flyer miles, I
was once again tempted to enter the fray
from outside the UK. 9G was an obvious
destination. I had been there twice before,
with the Voodoo Contest group, and knew
the set-up pretty well. There is a decent club
station (normal call 9GOARS) which is
available for use by visiting amateurs (by
prior arrangement with Ralph 9G1RQ), and
the hotel where the Voodoo group tend to
stay is just five minutes' walk away. Andy,
G4ZVJ, has twice operated the
Commonwealth Contest from there, but
would not be around this year as he was in
DU-land for his nuptials!

ARRIVAL
I arrived Accra late on the Thursday before
the contest, which gave me Friday to get
organised. An early visit to the station on
the Friday showed that the antennas all
appeared to be fine and the FT-990 was
working OK. However, when I switched on
the amplifier there was a rather
disconcerting bang, followed by some
spectacular arcing from the innards.
Fortunately the problem appeared to centre
on one of the valves, which I was able to
replace with one of the "tired" ones that
Alan had used in the Marathon. After that
everything checked out fine, and I felt
reasonably assured for the contest.
So it was back to the hotel to freshen up,
and then a visit to the Internet cafe to let
everyone at home know that I was safely in
Accra and all set for the contest.
Unfortunately "Busy Internet" was down, its
main backbone having failed. The good
news was that this was the first and last time
this happened to me. This new Internet café
is just 5 minutes' walk from the hotel, costs
about 60p an hour, and has the very latest in
PCs (HP multimedia machines with flat
screens), with over 100 positions in all. And
it always seems to be full, not surprising as
the cost of PCs is way beyond most
Ghanaians, monthly ISP service costs about
$30, and there are still local telephone call
charges to pay. So the Internet café is
extremely cost-effective.

The 9GOARS station consists of an FT-990,
Ameritron AL-811 linear, tribander and
dipoles for 40 and 80. There is also an
ETM-9C keyer, donated by the Voodoo
group on an earlier visit. The linear had
been giving problems due to overheating,
but Alan G3XAQ brought it back to the UK
on an earlier visit, made a number of
modifications including adding an
additional fan, and took it back to 9G in
February when he visited for the FOC
Marathon. I was in touch by e-mail with
Alan and also with Derek, F5VCR, who was
due to go down in late March for the WPX
SSB Contest. These days it seems to be
these sort of visits which help to keep the
9GOARS club going, as local activity seems
to be pretty sparse.

THE CONTEST
This year the start time for the
Commonwealth Contest had been brought
forward by two hours to help VIUZL
entrants, so it was a 1000 start (Ghana is on
GMT). I had opted to air 9G5AA, the
Voodoo Contest Group call, as it won't get

The nice thing about this operation was that
would have to take very little with me in
the way of equipment. Indeed, all I ended up
taking was my laptop for logging, a pair of
headphones and a few tools "just in case".
The only hiccup prior to my departure was a
60

From Jim & Carol Todd:

From Laurie, G3UML: Dear Don, For those
of us of a certain age .... Anyone remember
a rock guitarist called Joe Walsh? He had
several heavy metal hit albums in the 70's,
and also played with the Eagles from the
Hotel California album onwards. Turns out
he's WB6ACU in Los Angeles, really quite
keen on amateur radio. Had a nice e-mail
exchange with him the other day, quite fun
as I have an album of his here. He says to
look out for him on 20 SSB late evening LA
time.

DXing from the Marshall Islands

www.islandchaser.cond
For those of you following our sailing
adventures on "Morning Wings" we are now
in the Marshall Islands. Carol (kc7tsx) is
now v73sx and I am v73kz. (in real life I am
Jim, kc7okz) Everything is up and working
fine. The Yaesu FT-900 (loaned by the
IOTA Committee — ed.) was put into service
on the way down from Honolulu when our
Icom-706 bit the dust. It is now repaired and
functioning. We set up on the atoll with our
little Honda genset (only 1000 watts) and a
couple of Hamsticks. Everything worked
great. For now we are doing everything
from Majuro (oc-029) but within the next
couple of months should be able to get out
to at least two of the unactivated atolls and
put them on the air. Probably Ujelang will
be first.

Also -- anyone watching carefully during
the excellent Kevin Spacey film The
Shipping News will have been enchanted to
see, in the newspaper office featured in the
film, an Eddystone 888 receiver (or possibly
a 888A) which the paper's foreign editor
uses to get his news! The people I was with
couldn't understand why I suddenly lifted
out of my seat! That must have taken some
finding by the props department. We had
one in 1959!

As Internet time here is expensive and slow
please feel free to post this info on any other
sites you may visit. Thanks.

Regards, Laurie G3UML

Jim and Carol Todd

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)

Theorising about Contest Results

written an article called "A Novel
Perspective of Amateur Radio Contesting".
This article is available in HTML and pdf
formats at my web site
http://www.dynamicforesight.comk-ve5zx

Over the past year or so I have been doing
an in-depth analysis of the summary results
for some of 1999-2000 contests. I think that
these investigations have uncovered some
interesting surprises. In addition the analysis
has led me to believe that by using contest
logs and contest summaries, and more
importantly the collective skills of the
amateur radio community, we might be able
to make some novel contributions to the
amateur radio community, and perhaps, to
the broader scientific community.

If you have a moment, please visit the
website and have a look at the article. I
would certainly like to receive your
suggestions to help me strengthen my article
before I make it more widely available.
Tnx, Sylvan, VE5ZX

a would be interested in what those of you
with maths skills make of the article. From
my perspective it doesn't actually prove

In order to explain my findings I have
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repair or improve the communications
systems and sensors at that point and relaunch.

what it purports to prove at all, but simply
shows that contest scores are determined by
the scoring system applicable to the contest
concerned. Multiplier contests follow a
logarithmic line, while flat-scoring contests
like AFS would presumably follow a linear
relationship. However, who am I to argue
with a couple of university professors? —
ed.)

are to

QRZ CONTEST

Some buoy specifications:
Class IV-B Maritime Buoy
Total height: 8.42 meters
Height above water: 3.10 meters
Width: 2.18 meters
Weight: 4.800 kg
Solar panels charge the batteries. The buoy
was originally built in Argentina in 1972
and has been in marine use since that time.
For more pertinent information check out
the Union Argentina de Radiocluhes
website
at
http://www.uarc.org.ar/proyectoboya.htm.

BOYA
Luis Alberto Gomez, LUIBR (Translated
by Angel Garcia, WA2VUY)
Boya is Spanish for the English word buoy.
The idea behind this project is to launch a
buoy into open seas where it will travel
based upon ocean currents. Radio Amateurs
will be able to interrogate the buoy. The
buoy will respond with its callsign, position,
temperature, wave height, atmospheric
pressure, solar radiation level, propagation
data, and battery health. The project team is
considering whether the buoy can respond
to the interrogating station with a signal
report; this will depend on the tests for
battery consumption.

YT1AD in P5
The following is from Hrane, YTIAD,
translated by Nenad, VE3EXY
In one word it was a thrill !!!
We arrived to Pyongyang on March 5th,
where representatives of the Ministry of
Telecommunications and Foreign Affairs
welcomed us.

The buoy has not been launched on its
voyage. It has been operating on 14.046
transmitting the callsign LUOARC while
being tested. The callsign BOVA (b-zero-ya) has never been utilised. Example of
transmission heard March 7th: " V V V
LUOARC LUOARC; 07/03/02; 07.23 UTC;
34.39 S; 58.26 W; 12.2 V; LIGHT 086; TC
35.5; TW 15.6 AR "

We were stationed in Yangakdo Hotel, on
the bank of the river with the same name.
The hotel has 47 floors, and we were on the
40th floor, with almost ideal conditions for
radio. All our equipment was put together,
and we were about to start our operation
with the previously assigned callsign P5A.

Carlos Zarate, LU5DZB, has requested a
callsign and frequency allocation from the
Argentine Secretary of Communications.
Due to the nature of the project this office
has not yet issued these. Carlos believes that
a callsign with /MM will be issued. Carlos
is the focal point for questions regarding
this project and can be reached at
cuchinailspeedy.com.ar
They hope the buoy will be recovered
successfully once it reaches landfall. Plans

shooter', using only a wire horizontal colinear at 6m a.g.l. and 100W, but it does
work quite well for east coast USA.

Well hello and welcome to this issue's QRZ
Contest...and in pole position it's a new
contributor Niall ...over to you...

I must say that the contest itself was
absolutely brilliant. The band opened with
VOls about 1000 and just got better all day
till I stopped at evening curfew, hi. I found
propagation a little better on Saturday with
lots of mid and west US states coming
through.

ARRL DX SSB 2002
by Niall Reilly GOVOK
Having taken Don's comments on board
from the November Digest I started
scouring through SM3CER's contest website
for a suitable contest to have a crack at.
Unfortunately my job entails a lot of
weekend work so the ARRL SSB DX
contest was the first to coincide with my
weekend off.

There was activity from 28.270 to 29.100
for most of the day and all I did was start at
one end and work my way up putting any
difficult pile-ups or mults in quick memory
so I could keep the QSO rate up and come
back to them later. I had little success
calling CQ which wasn't a big surprise with
even the 'Big Guns' finding it hard to get a
clear spot.

The wheels were set in motion, firstly
permission was granted from the 'Boss' to
spend the best part of the weekend in the
shack.

I never set out to win anything and one
advantage of being at home was hot meals
and updates on the F 1 GP from my
daughter, but this contest far exceeded my
expectations and I finished off with 272
QSOs and 50 Mults. I picked up some more
new states for WAS (especially South
Dakota) and learned a few lessons on how
to do better.

Then I reckoned that a 10m entry would fit
in best with the operating times, "there's no
way your keeping us awake all night with
'CQ contest' or 'Golf Zero Victor Oscar
Kilo'," I seem to remember was said.

Unexpectedly, a uniformed military official
appeared, and imposed a ban on our
operation, until permission from the
military authorities was obtained.

Low power entry is a necessity from this
QTH as we are surrounded with houses but
I've been used to that and careful searchand-pouncing (and DXpeditions, thanks
D68C) has netted 207 countries to date.

It was supposed to be available on March
8th, but nobody showed up, possibly
because of a holiday. We did not want to
risk starting an unauthorised operation.
Meanwhile we had fun listening to all
pirates pretending to be us, while we did not
make a single contact.

registered my copy of SD with Paul El5D1
and many thanks to him for e-mailing my
key file without me paying for it as I
foolishly left it to the last minute only to
find out that Paul's online registration was
out of action.

Finally, the military official showed up on
Sunday and simply said: "No transmission
16

Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT

I can't stress how much fun it was and I only
wish I could squeeze a few more in with the
work schedule.

Thanks Niall and now over to our hardworking editor Don (for it is he) for the first
part of our BERU bonanza...

I think you can safely describe my station as
a 'little pistol' or even more like a 'pea
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RTTY and other data mode operators are a
very friendly bunch when compared to SSB.
On air behaviour is generally very good
even in the pileups. It's an ideal mode for
anyone with hearing problems and is both
easy and inexpensive to get started, with the
ever increasing availability of soundcard
software. Many more DXpeditions now
provide RTTY as an additional mode.

vee for the lower bands. I have never used
more than 100 watts as I am a great believer
in making the antenna do the work, as
copper wire is much cheaper than valves in
an amplifier. I do have a 60-foot tower and
lucky enough to have a good rural location.
My interest in the history of RTTY found
me scouring the country collecting old
Creed Teletype machines, manuals and
ancillary tools and equipment, much to the
disdain of my late wife. It does give you a
feel for the pioneers of the mode, people
like the late Robin Addie,O8LT, when you
sit behind a 444, doing your best to hit the
CR/LF keys before the type keys peck a
hole at the end of a line of text. It fair makes
the shack windows rattle a bit too if you are
able to get a gallop on. Robin managed
DXCC on RTTY using a Creed 7B and that
is no mean feat.

I have tried some of the other data modes
such as Fax, Amtor, Pactor and PSK31.
PSK is an ideal low power mode for
working the world on 10 watts through most
forms of QRM. But, like most die-hards I
always come home to my favourite RTTY. I
dare say my headstone will be inscribed
with a 7-bit code. So if you ever hear my
call on CW or SSB, it will certainly be a
pirate.

DXing in Norway
Roger Western, G3SXW

900 showing up for a CDXC meeting!).

In April I was lucky enough to be invited to
the annual meeting of the LA-DX-Group,
near Oslo.

It is perhaps all the more amazing when
considering the difficulties faced by DXers
in Norway. Not only are the elements
somewhat fierce (cold, wind, lack of
daylight) but they are so much closer to the
auroral zone, with all that that entails.
Norway stretches from 58 to 72 degrees
North so spare a thought for them whenever
you see a high K number.
faces to so many call-signs that are familiar
from the pile-ups. In addition we (Nigel,
G3TXF and 1) had prepared a box full of
outstanding QSL cards for several recent
DXpeditions and that was very well
received! Thank you to my hosts, especially
LA8XM for airport-transfers, for a most
enjoyable weekend.

It seems to me somewhat amazing that in a
country with a population of only four
million LA-DX-G has 250 paid-up
members. If the same proportion existed in
UK then CDXC would have some 3,500
members - gulp! There were about 65
members at the meeting (equivalent to about
The meeting was held beside a lake, just a
few miles North of Oslo. Even in mid-April
there were still banks of frozen snow
everywhere and the lake was frozen over.
Claimed temperature was +5C but it felt like
many degrees below zero to me.
We enjoyed DXpedition talks on S9LA,
3B8, 030 and I showed my slides on ZL7
and VK9C as well as the WRTC-2000 film.
We also had an update from Trond,
LA8XM, on WRC-03 matters (including the
7MHz band situation).
It is really nice to have the chance to fit
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and may lead to blanket rejection of all QSL
cards from the station/manager in question.

until further notice."
Than we did not have any choice but to
leave. After landing in Beijing, our only
comment was: Never again !!!

Also, we expect to be able to identify cards
as authentic. Many cards are printed on
home printers, and in many cases, the data is
printed on card stock at the same time.
Although this is technically acceptable, the
process often makes verification difficult. In
certain cases we may reject these cards.
Cards should be personalised or otherwise
made unique through the use of a stamp or
other personal mark (signature or initials)
across a label boundary.

73 Hrane YT IAD
Electronic QSL Policy

(ARRL News Release, March 7th)
Recent discussion regarding the QSL
service offered by eQSL.cc (TM) suggests
that there is some confusion about ARRL
QSL policy. Simply put, there has been no
change in League policy regarding eQSLs.
ARRL does not accept QSLs that have been
transmitted to the recipient via electronic
means for its awards. Anyone, acting as an
authorised QSL manager, however, may
receive logs via email (or any other direct
means) and send QSL cards, via post mail,
to recipients. This is the traditional QSL
manager process. As has always been the
case, certain norms are expected when
handling cards in this manner.

Finally, the concept of obtaining a QSL card
at no charge is a long-held tradition in ham
radio and DXCC, and we endeavour to
continue this tradition. QSL managers
handling cards for DXCC submission must
make cards available if adequate postage is
supplied. Postage can be supplied by
sending IRCs, direct funds, or SASEs. We
consider it an ethics violation if cards can
only be claimed through payment of a fee,
and thus we will not accept cards for DXCC
credit for which a fixed charge is made. A
number of well-known DXpeditioners and
QSL managers do not accept bureau cards,
but we are not aware of any cases where a
card will not be forthcoming if adequate
postage is provided.

First, we expect that a QSL manager will
seek permission from operators for whom
QSLs are handled. We do not accept cards
from unauthorised QSL managers for
DXCC credit. Such an authorisation must be
a pro-active choice of the DX station rather
than an "opt out," default authority given to
a bulk mailer.

For its awards, the ARRL does not accept
electronically transmitted QSLs that are
printed by the recipient. There is no
restriction placed on how log information is
conveyed to an authorised QSL manager,
however. Cards provided by QSL managers
who make a reasonable effort to comply
with the guidelines presented here will be
gladly accepted for DXCC credit.

Second, since most operators requesting
QSLs expect that the returned cards will
correctly reflect the actual QSO data, we
expect that a QSL manager will do the
checking required to assure that only real
contacts are verified. We all know that raw
logs contain many errors. A recent sample
from a bulk-mailing QSL service show three
out of five QS0s confirmed were not in the
recipient's log. This is unacceptable. Often,
these errors are only detected when
incoming cards are compared to the log. The
distribution of QSLs, without any checking
of the information contained on the
incoming cards, is poor QSLing practice,

(TM eQSL.cc is a trademark of eQSL.cc)
GQ Prefix authorised for Jubilee

(from RSGB News)
"As reported in the March edition of
RadCom, the Radiocommunications Agency
has agreed that all UK radio amateurs may
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Member Profile

use the prefix GQ in celebration of Her
Majesty the Queen's Golden Jubilee. This
also includes the prefixes MQ and 2Q as
applicable. The special prefixes may be
used from Zero hours UTC on the 1st of
June until 2400UTC on the 30th of June
inclusive.

Status of P5/4L4FN
(from ARRL News Bulletin)
The ARRL has announced it will accept
SSB contacts with P5/4L4FN in North
Korea (Democratic Peoples' Republic of
Korea) for DXCC credit. Operator Ed
Giorgadze of the Republic of Georgia, has
been active from the capital city of
Pyongyang since early last November. Valid
SSB contacts from the onset of the
P5/4L4FN operation last fall may be
submitted for DXCC credit, effective
immediately.

"If amateurs choose to use these prefixes,
the operation will be in the same format as
in 1977 when the prefix GE was issued in
celebration of Her Majesty's Silver Jubilee.
For the G and M series of callsigns, the
Country locator is dropped in preference to
the prefixes GQ and MQ respectively. For
example, G, GD, GI, GJ, GM, GU and GW
all become GQ; while M, MD, MI, MJ,
MM, MU and MW all become MQ.
Similarly, Intermediate callsign series drop
the second letter of the callsign in favour of
the letter Q. For example 2E becomes 2Q,
2D becomes 2Q and so on. As previously
stated, the use of these prefixes is not
mandatory. Radio amateurs may continue to
use their normal callsign during the period
should they so wish."

ARRL Membership Services Manager
Wayne Mills, N7NG, said the ARRL now
has received adequate evidence that the
P5/4L4FN operation was being conducted
with the knowledge and approval of North
Korean telecommunications officials.
Giorgadze has been operating with oral
permission from North Korean authorities,
but Mills said the ARRL is satisfied on the
basis of written information submitted that
the P5/4L4FN operation conforms with
DXCC rules and should be accepted for
credit.

Amateur Radio in Falklands War
(from the Daily DX)

Mills cited DXCC Rule 7, which states
"Any Amateur Radio operation should take
place only with the complete approval and
understanding of appropriate administration
officials." The rule continues, "In any case,
credit will be given for contacts where
adequate evidence of authorisation by
appropriate authorities exists."

W3UR reports there is a great story on
amateur radio during the Falkland Islands
(VP8) war. Bernie was unable to find the
callsign of the person who wrote the report
in the March 24, 2002 "Scotland on
Sunday." You can read the story yourself at
www.scotlandonsunday.com/index.cfm?id=
322342002. We heard about this from
NOAX, Ward Silver, who called it "another
great 'behind enemy lines' story." We recall
that ham radio was useful in Kuwait during
the Iraqi occupation too and can imagine
that in time of crisis "you do what you have
to do." It creates interesting questions and
ambiguities about ham radio's supposed
non-political and, certainly, non-military
nature, which is no doubt why many
governments are still sensitive about ham
radio.

Mills said the ARRL Awards Committee
met and concurred that the operation should
be accredited.
The P5/4L4FN operation is not a
DXpedition. Giorgadze is employed by the
United Nations World Food Program and
often spends as much as 12 hours a day on
the job, operating in his off-hours. It's
expected that he will be in North Korea at
least until July and possibly longer. A
favourite hangout has been 21.225 MHz (he
works split and listens up). He's also been a
18

Bob Canning, GOARF (bobcanning@talk21.corn)
In the editorial of the March 2002, Digest
Don mentioned he was unable to name
recent winners of the RSGB GSRV and
ROTAB awards. He is right that little
publicity is given to the fortunate and
deserving few. Well I had better put my
hand up to having the honour of receiving
the ROTAB cup in 1995 for top DXer of the
year. Quite an occasion for me as I was the
first GO and the first RTTY DXer to get my
call on the trophy. Alas I have little to
remind me of my 15 minutes of fame as no
mention appeared in RadCom, the trophy
was returned the following year and I had to
chase hard to obtain a copy of the official
photograph taken of the presentation at
Windsor, I wore my best suit that day, never
mind, my call is on the cup and that will be
there long after I am gone.

towards my 15 wpm. pass in 1985, and
spending long hours aiding others on VHF
during CW practice sessions, I never felt at
home on the key so dabbled on HF SSB.
Then a fellow ham introduced me to RTTY,
but I felt he was making a right hash of it, so
set out to prove I could do better. I did
didn't I, and it stuck.
I joined BARTG (Teleprinter not Television
Group) in 1986, served as On The Air
columnist and editor of the GB2ATG HF
news broadcast service for several years,
then elevated to Honorary Life Member in
1995. I was very active in RTTY contests
both HF and VHF from 1990 to 1997, often
humping my kit 2000 feet ASL. to get a
good 15 watt signal out from my GWO site.
I managed several world firsts plus
continental leader a couple of times and had
a lot of fun and pleasure doing it. I continue
to chase DX with 315 current 322 all time.
Made my mark as first ever IOTA-100 and
200 using RTTY only, with 276 towards my
next goal. First ever RSGB Commonwealth
Century Club on RTTY but still need 6 for
the supreme award, will I ever find them?
ZS5 doesn't exist on RTTY. At least I
managed to get Z2 accepted before they
were bumped.

My interest in radio started in the early 60's
when a customer showed me around his
shack in order to impress upon me the care
we would need to exercise while carrying
out building alterations to his house. He
demonstrated a SSB contact with a VE
friend who was due to visit. Unfortunately 1
was led to believe one almost needed a
degree in electronics to gain a pass in the
written test for a ticket. Being a young
family man I could afford neither the time
nor the money to pursue what looked like a
very interesting hobby.

My only experience with electric's or
electronics had been domestic AC, until a
course at technical college, where I
managed to build a bench power supply
which continues to provide good service as
the power switching source for my quad
relays. I later managed to assemble a
homebrew terminal unit for RTTY plus
another for packet and then a SCAF
switched capacitor audio filter. I even made
up an iambic keyer that worked in spite of
the lacy etching on the PCB. They all
worked well but modem HF transceivers
have plenty of filtering, I gave up on packet
and never did use the keyer.

By the late 70's CB radio became the poor
mans gateway to radio communication on
27 MHz. so I jumped in with both feet and
found my thirst quenched with contacts all
over the world during the peak of that cycle.
This was before the days of the ten-pound
CB licence over the post office counter so
we were classed as illegal. As I didn't feel
comfortable with the tag "Pirate of the
airways" I approached the local technical
college, joined a group of 20 like-minded
"Pirates" and ended up as G6ZJA in 1983
and the rest is history, as they say.

My antennas are all homebrew with a 2element triband boomless quad and inverted

Although I spent many hours working
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20 meters as I called him! He told me I was
coming through fine as I briefly gave him a
report which completed a full-duplex QSO
using HF, VHF, UHF and IRLP all working
together to allow another fun contact.

frequent visitor to 10 meters.
While P5/4L4FN has been doing some
RTTY operation in addition to SSB, those
contacts are not yet acceptable for DXCC
credit.

Fig 4 : FH Bureau QSLs

This is another (unique) QSO that I have
had with John. A few months ago we used a
webcam to do what we believe is the first
webcam assisted HF (long-path, no less)
QSO. I was mobile on 20m parked in sight
of a very flexible webcam with zoom and
pan features. John used this webcam
(www.liveland.com, temporarily of line at
the moment) in Hollywood to watch as I
spoke to him from my (parked) mobile
station in my 300ZX.

Bruce Paige, KK5DO, has been acting as
QSL manager and liaison for P5/4L4FN.
Additional news and information about the
operation is on his AMSAT Net Web site,
http://www.amsatnet.com . Click on the "P5
North Korea" link.

1.200

Where will it all end????

0

(forwarded by Henry G3GIQ. Does this
foreshadow the end of amateur radio, or
a new beginning? Your views please!)
Hello guys, This is my latest story, which I
wrote for qrz.com about this morning's fullduplex QSO with South Africa! Multimodes and multi-bands, full-duplex, HF,
VHF, UHF, Internet. Using all the available
technology at hand John, ZS6AN and I
(Dave, KD3V) had a brief but fun fullduplex QSO this morning (afternoon). 440
HT to 20m full-duplex.

I
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Quarters after OX-Trip

Fig 5 : G3TXF DX Trip QSLing Statistics
Total
QSOs

Direct
Sent

Bureau
Sent

e-mail
Sent

Total
QSLs Sent

John and I have also spoken while I used the
W4MQ Internet remote base station as well
as the more "normal" modes of mobile to
mobile etc. on 20 meters.
Give it a try and add some more spice to
ham radio!
Thanks to the Winsystem, the control op.
and to Shorty, K6JSI, the driving force
within the fine Winsystem.

John and I regularly talk on 20m. This week
I noticed that a 2m repeater in Johannesburg
was available as a node on the 1R1,P
network.

-

As at 14 April 02

Ham radio and the Internet are providing
some very nice features when use together.
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FJ/G3TXF
VP2V/G3TXF
FG/G3TXF
S79TXF
FH/G3TXF
FW/G3TXF
FM/G3TXF
J3G
VK9CXF
ZL7/G3TXF
MZ5A

9,184
9,200
3,600
2,360
10,740
12,765
7,000
5,111
6,651
13,200
4,029

1,029
1,774
704
544
2,567
3,166
899
330
1,588
3,046
108

5,118
4,818
1,479
1,131
4,824
4,082
2,447
711
1,199
1,710
329

3
152
32
125
460
672
205
50
322
846
65

6,150
6,744
2,215
1,800
7,851
7,920
3,551
1,091
3,109
5,602
502

67.0
73.3
61.5
76.3
73.1
62.0
50.7
21.3
46.7
42.4
12.5

Total

83,840

15,755

27,848

2,932

46,535

55.5

Until the next QSO!
Dave, KD3V

I have used the incredible WINSYSTEM
here in southern California to work
Australia and England on the IRLP system
and now I wanted to add another level of
fun to the integration of ham radio and the
Internet. The 448.06 (K6JSI) machine on
Santiago Peak was my link into the IRLP
system this morning.

TOP 50 DXPEDITIONS
Gil, F5NOD, has put together an interesting
Web page that you might want to check out
at:
http://www.osl.net/f5nod/topdxexpe.html

I told John about the ZS6ERB repeater
(145.675) and he knew of it but he has only
spotty use of it. His 25 watts is not always
good enough to get into it 60 miles away.

30m DXCC
from the ARRL Letter

ARRL Membership Services Manager
Wayne Mills, N7NG, has indicated that the
DXCC Desk will begin offering the last of
the single-band DXCC awards, for 30

I had a control operator on the Winsystem
bring up the node in Jo'burg and called John
on 440 with my HT! While he was not able
to reach the repeater he did answer me on
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(continued on p.30)
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Fig 1 ZL7 Direct QSLS - up to 30 weeks after end of trip

GENERAL TOP ICS
The 2002 South Sandwich Islands & South Georgia Micro-Lite
DXpedition
" Doing More with Less or No More Mr. Kilowatt "
a is

On a chilly January day in 1999 three
DXers, James 9V 1 VC, Declan El6FR and
Trey N5KO sat on a hilltop on Campbell
Island. Overlooking the sea and with a
Royal Albatross sailing the winds about
them they reviewed how the ZL9CI
DXpedition was progressing and asked
themselves the by now inevitable question
"Where do we go next". This time, however,
the question we asked was "What do we do
next".
The 1990's it seemed to us had been the
time of the Mega-pedition. The VKOIR
team had brought this DXpedition type to its
ultimate. Transporting to and erecting
almost a village on Heard Island. Pioneered
also, during this period, were online logs,
websites, pilots etc. The Packet Cluster
network boomed internationally.
This had led to an enormous growth of
interest in DXing. The ZL9CI operation was
going to set new records. It would make
over 96,000 QSOs by employing similar
equipment and methods to those pioneered
at VKOIR. The Five Star DX Association
D68C operation took the Mega-DXpedition
style to a new level achieving a remarkable
168,721 QSOs. This did much to encourage
DXing especially among the "Little Pistols"
and novice DXers.
During this time there were some
DXpeditioners who were showing that
things might be done a little differently.
That it was possible to operate from rare
places, with lower power and simple
antennas, yet still make substantial QSO
totals. Amongst these, such DXers as Roger
G3SXW, Nigel G3TXF, Andy G4ZVJ and

Bert PA3GIO. However, it was the Bhutan
operation, A52A, restricted as it was to low
power, which showed that a major
DXpedition operation using more modest
equipment could be successful.

10

0a000.o
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Two week periods after end of DX-Trip

As we talked much of the conversation was
about how we all wished for DXing to be
like it was in the "old days". The days when
we scanned the bands a kilohertz at a time
seeking out that elusive station on an island
far away. The station was invariably weak,
low power and simple antennas being the
rule. Through long apprenticeship we
developed our listening skills and our
keying until we earned that DX QSO. We
all remembered how pleased we were to
report that single QSO to our fellow DXers,
and never seemed to worry if we had not
made 9 band/mode Qs before the DX station
had got comfortable in his operating chair.

Fig 2 : FW and ZL7 Direct QSLs
25

ZL7 - 26 wks
0
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FW - 52 wks
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Weeks after end of DX-trip

Now it seemed that the DX community, like
everybody in the consumer age, wanted to
be "spoon fed" its DX and, as DXpeditioner
and DXer alike can all attest from pileup
experience, the result has not been good for
the hobby.

Fig 3 : FW Bureau QSLs

What to do?
How could we make it different? The
answer seemed obvious. Let's go low
power; let's make those antennas simple. In
fact let's operate as if we were back in the
"good old days" we wished for. No Pilots,
no web-sites, no on-line logs. Ideas were
many, QRP, solar power? What about wind
power? Hey, how about building the rigs on
the boat on the way down? Our plan was to
put on an expedition that would allow a
skilled DXer to achieve QSOs with modest

a

a

820

m
200

Quarters after DX-Trip
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Bureau QSLing

mail request (just a couple of lines to
confirm that the request has been received
and that the card is on its way is enough) the
station requesting the card never knows for
sure (a) if his E-mail has been received and
(b) if it is being actioned.

Although Direct QSLing will have virtually
petered out by six months after an operation,
the receipt of Bureau QSLs has barely
begun. The time-scales of Bureau QSLing
can be best measured in quarters. Fig 3
shows the inflow of QSLs for the FW trip
(in May 2000) from the Bureau by quarter
after the end of the trip. Nothing much
happens for the first two quarters, then a
gradual trickle of bureau cards starts to
arrive.

If the requesting station knows that a
Bureau card is on its way, then there's no
need for him to send a card (particularly if
the QSL Manager says so in his reply Email). The number of E-mail requested
Bureau QSLs which have been sent for the
FW, VK9C and ZL7 trips currently totals
over 4,000. Proportionally the number of Email QSL requests increases with each trip.
This is a welcome trend in QSLing. It
makes most efficient use of the QSL Bureau
system.

For FW we found that the largest volumes
of in-coming Bureau QSLs were received
between 18 and 21 months after the end of
the trip. The peak of in-coming FW Bureau
cards has now passed and the more recent
VK9C (May 01) trip dominates the current
flow from the Bureau. In due course ZL7
(Sep 01) will provide the high volume of
Bureau QSLs.

The work involved in providing a good post
DX-Trip QSLing service ultimately takes up
much more time than the combined
planning time, travelling time and operating
time of the actual DX-Trip. Whereas the
operating itself may be over in a week or so,
the QSLing support to the DX-Trip rolls on
for years.

Fig 4 is a similar Bureau QSLing graph for
the FH Mayotte trip in February 2000. Here
the peak volumes arrived from the QSL
Buro four to five quarters (i.e. just over one
year) after the end of the DX-Trip with a
further peak of deliveries a couple of
quarters later.

One more table, tnx and QRU

Finally Fig 5 shows the current QSLing
statistics for various different calls handled
by the author. Over 46,000 QSLs have been
sent out by various routes during the past
three years or so. For the more recent trips,
QSLing statistics are up-dated weekly on
www.G3TXF.com

E-mail requested QSLs

Although the above analysis has focused on
QSLs arriving either Direct or via the
Bureau, there is another way of requesting
QSLs which is growing in popularity. This
is the use of E-mails to request Bureau
cards. There are several major advantages to
this method. It can reduce by half the
Bureau round-trip time as the 'reply' Bureau
card can be dispatched soon after receiving
the E-mail request. And secondly, there is
often no need to send a 'requesting' QSL as
the E-mail has replaced it. For this to work
reliably it does depend on the QSL Manager
acknowledging all in-coming E-mail
requests for Bureau cards. This is something
that Roger G3SXW and the author have
been methodical in doing. If the QSL
Manager doesn't reply to the incoming E-

No analysis of Bureau QSLs would be
complete without mention of the sterling
work done by the RSGB's QSL Bureau at
HQ. In particular we would like to thank Pat
G3GMC, our hard working QSL Submanager, who, because of some unfortunate
quirk of the alphabet, has ended up being
the RSGB's QSL Sub-Manager for both
G3SXW and G3TXF (and also for Phil
G3SWH and Dave G3TBK, two more
'high-volume' CDXC QSLers). Quite a
load. Tnx Pat!
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equipment and reasonable effort. We knew
that many would probably not make the log
but hoped they would learn something from
the experience and be better prepared for
other expeditions in the future.

Georgia and the prospect of having the
Braveheart on the trip was a great
confidence boost as we were familiar with
the professionalism and "can do" attitude of
the crew. We agreed with Nigel that the
Braveheart would pick the team up in Port
Stanley, Falkland Islands and provide
transport and support to the team, returning
them to the Falklands 30 days later.

So, we now knew what we wanted to do,
but where to do it? It's said that while great
minds may think alike, fools also seldom
differ. I'm not sure which applies in our case
but we three were at zero-beat and the
island of South Georgia was immediately
decided upon. Much sought after by DXers,
scene of Ernest Shackleton's epic traverse
and an oasis for Antarctic wildlife, it
promised to be a memorable adventure.

Let the Planning Commence

With vessel secured we began the planning
in earnest and the initial responsibilities
were decided. Declan EI6FR would take
care of landing and operating permissions;
he would also co-ordinate the movement of
team members from their homes to Port
Stanley and the return. James 9V I YC would
liaise with Nigel on all matters connected
with Braveheart; he would also; as the
planning progressed and more team
members came on board and tasks were
delegated co-ordinate activities, ensuring all
was done and on schedule. Trey N5KO was
appointed as treasurer for the expedition and
would also. during the expedition, be in
charge of radio operations.

Shortly after our return home from
Campbell Island the first steps in planning
what would become the Penguins MicroLite DXpedition to South Sandwich Islands
and South Georgia began. Firstly we had to
see if it would be possible to transport us to
South Georgia and back at a reasonable
cost. Declan EI6FR spent a considerable
amount of time e-mailing and telephoning
various shipping agents and Antarctic tour
operators to locate suitable transport. The
initial results were not promising. Certainly
Antarctic cruise operators could take us to
South Georgia but the time available to
operate might be only a day or part of a day
at most. It would even be possible perhaps
to for us to join one cruise as far as South
Georgia, be dropped there and picked up by
the next cruise to pass by. However it would
require the purchase of two complete cruises
per person, prohibitively expensive. It was
during this time that James suggested we
might approach Nigel Jolly, owner of the
Braveheart, the New Zealand based research
support vessel which had taken us to
Campbell. It seemed an impractical idea at
first, as it seemed as if the cost of repositioning the vessel from New Zealand to
Port Stanley in the Falklands, our proposed
pick up point, would be enormous.
However, James telephoned Nigel anyway
and we were thrilled when, after only a little
time to do his homework, Nigel told us he
could do the trip at a very reasonable cost.
Nigel had always wanted to visit South

Declan El6FR set about the task of securing
permission to establish the station on South
Georgia. The application form was in the
process of being filled in when Trey called
our attention to the fact that the form was
entitled "Visits to South Georgia & South
Sandwich Islands" Hmmm.. should we? No!
...Don't want to go there! Too cold! Horrible
place.. still we'll just tag on an application..
it'll probably come to nothing.
So began almost two years of discussion
between EI6FR and the Government of
South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands.
The Government of SG/SSI represented by
Mr. Gordon Liddle and Mr. Russ Jarvis
were very helpful in processing our
application; however, as with many other
governments of Antarctic areas, they are
now very aware of the potential dangers to
these unique environments by increasing
tourism pressures. In fact an expert panel
now considers all applications. Mr. David
Nicholls, who heads up this panel, provided
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invaluable advice to EI6FR who travelled to
Dundee in Scotland to discuss our permit
application with him. Having received and
reviewed our detailed application and
especially its emphasis on a lightweight,
minimal environmental impact approach,
the government SG/SSI agreed in principal
to our visit to South Georgia. South
Sandwich was another matter and it was to
be many more months and agreement by us
to many caveats before permission to land
on Southern Thule was finally given.
Among the items that had to be agreed was
the necessity for a support vessel
(Braveheart) to remain at Thule at all times,
for 7 days' food and water and Antarctic
rated tents be landed firstly and to remain
ashore at all times. Substantial rescue
insurance had to be in place. We could not
expect rescue from outside agencies, should
anything go wrong. Significantly, that
permission was being granted based on our
"light weight, minimal impact approach".
As James 9V1YC put it, be careful what
you wish for, you just might get it".

could have taken place.
In addition, we also reached a decision that
we would not do any pre-operation
publicity, we hoped to just show up. In the
end we did issue a single press release
shortly before the operation.

Team Selection

We were on; at this time another couple of
decisions were made to try and preserve our
"traditional DXing" ethos. As we were
deliberately planning on being weaker and a
little harder to work, we decided that we
could not approach the usual sponsors.
Radio manufacturers might feel our
operation would reflect poorly on their
product; furthermore, as we were not
making any operational promises it might be
hard to satisfy potential sponsors such as
DX clubs that we had earned their
contributions. The implication therefore was
that each team member would have to take
on an equal share of what was likely to
prove to be a very significant cost.

So it was time for team selection and, based
on the availability of berths on board
Braveheart, we decided to restrict ourselves
to twelve. Ideally we hoped to find people
who not only had good operating skills but
also shared our vision of what we hoped
Micro-Lite DXpeditioning could be. As we
were likely to be in a cold, hostile and
somewhat dangerous environment we also
wanted a team of people who could work
well with others while enduring hardship. A
team member would also have to be able to
commit to perhaps 6-8 weeks of his time
away from home or business as well as
agree to carry his share of the substantial
cost of mounting an expedition to such a
remote location. Each of the co-leaders
asked three people whom they knew well
and felt fitted the team needs. Those who
joined the team were Wes W3WL, Bob
K4UEE, Lew W7EW, Ralph KOIR, George
K5TR, John VE3EJ, Bemi HB9ASZ, Dick
PA3FQA and Dermot EI51Q. It's significant
that they joined the team in the early days of
the project in 1999 and were still there
seeing it through in 2002. We chose well.
We also recruited two non-travelling team
members who provided sterling service,
Wilbert ZL2BSJ who spent hours of his
time sourcing equipment in New Zealand
for us and ensuring everything got loaded
aboard Braveheart and of course Garry
VE3XN our QSL manager.

Finally, on our behalf Trey N5KO made a
presentation to the board of the Northern
Californian DX Foundation (NCDXF)
outlining our plan and philosophy in detail.
The NCDXF agreed to become our
exclusive sponsor based on those plans and
made a substantial donation towards our
costs for which we are most grateful and
without which it's doubtful if the expedition

Volunteers were requested and the team
divided up the responsibilities; Wes W3WL
took on the task of being our generator man,
but he also acted as our packing and
shipping guy moving much of our gear from
his Atlanta home to Wellington, New
Zealand and the Braveheart. Bob K4UEE
took on the role of antenna guy, and set
about figuring out how to get a decent signal

with a good HF installation, the picture
quality is exceptionally good, and full
colour of course. There seems always to be
activity around the agreed SSTV calling
channels (14,230, 21,340 and 28,680 kHz
are good).

the MMSSTV log feature is optional.

To avoid switching between applications,
MMSSTV has a built in logging
programme, with facilities to export the
resulting log to other programmes. If you
enter the other station's call in the
MMSSTV log, this data is automatically
inserted in macros in the outgoing text
where you define it. This is handy, as
otherwise you can be spending all your time
preparing off-line text. Regarding logs, I
find I can run "Turbolog" and MMSSTV in
two windows quite successfully, so use of

this, although loading an image for
transmission takes a few seconds. A 300
MHz machine or higher would, 1 am sure,
make quite a difference.

One question which is often asked is "how
fast a computer do you need ?". Well, my
shack computer is an old 90 MHz Pentium,
running Windows 98 - quite pedestrian by
today's standards. MMSSTV runs fine on

I have yet to experience an SSTV contest (I
suspect it can get quite "hairy"), but day-today activity is plentiful and enjoyable. I'm
now looking for SSTV DXCC ! There is a
camaraderie amongst the SSTV community
which I can only liken to that on RTTY
some 35 years ago. It is a fun mode — if you
haven't tried it, why not join the fray?

DX-Trip QSLing Analysis
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
DX-Trip is characterised by a major
onslaught of cards immediately after the end
of the DX-Trip, followed by a relatively
rapid decay after about three months. Fig I
(see end of article for figures — ed.) shows
the amount of Direct QSLs received over
time following last September's
ZL7/G3SXW and ZL7/G3TXF DX-Trip
(measured in two-week periods following
the end of the operation). Over 30% of all
Direct QSLs are received within the first
fortnight, and nearly half (48%) of all Direct
QSLs within the first four weeks. This
initial rapid influx of Direct cards is
followed by an equally rapid decay.

A pile-up finishes when the band fades out.
A DX-trip finishes when the Writelog
command in CT is entered for the last time
and work starts on dismantling the antennas
ready for the (long) journey home. QSLing,
on the other hand, does not have any time
limits. The operating time on a DX-trip is
usually short and hectic, measured in days,
whereas the time-scale of QSLing can be
long, measured in months, quarters, years
and occasionally even decades.
Following various DX-trips Roger G3SXW,
Dennis G3MXJ and the author have always
tried to provide reasonably efficient and
user-friendly QSLing. As part of this we
have kept comprehensive records of when
and how QSLs were received and answered.
This QSLing data has been used to try to
measure the time-scales and to compare the
dynamics of both Direct QSLing and
Bureau QSLing across a number of DXTrips. Direct QSLing and Bureau QSLing
work to entirely different time-scales.

Beyond six months, there remains only a
small trickle of Direct QSLs. Fig 2 shows
how the direct QSLs for ZL7 compared with
FW; both curves flattened off after three to
four months. The added rarity of ZL7
(compared to FW) as well as
ZL7/G3SXW's huge amount of LF activity
put ZL7 slightly ahead of FW in terms of
Direct QSLing.

Direct QSLing
The receipt of incoming Direct QSLs for a
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Why not try SSTV ?
Don Beattie, G3BJ

Worked them all ? Fed up with SSB ? Bored
with RTTY and PSK ? Digitally challenged
with CW ? Then how about SSTV ?

options is to tell the programme what format
you want to use for your images. I didn't
spot this at first, and all my .jpg images
were not shown on the file list. Get the
configuration right, and this problem
disappears.

With apologies to those who are already
familiar with the Slow Scan Television
mode, I thought I'd set out my own recent
experiences in getting going on this
fascinating mode. And before you skip on
the next article in this edition of the
"Digest", pause awhile - you probably
already have all that you need to work
SSTV — this is a "no additional cost" mode
for many people.

The interface to the transceiver is via the
sound card input and output on your
computer. You MUST attenuate the sound
card output otherwise you will get a very
distorted transmit signal (I used 40 dB — a
100k resistor in series with the audio from
the sound card, and a 1k across the
microphone input of the transceiver). I take
audio from the "line" output at the back of
the FT1000MP MkV to the sound card.
Tx/Rx switching uses the VOX, so no PTT
line is needed. Make sure you turn your
audio processor off on the Tx !

There have been enormous strides forward
in recent years in the functionality of
amateur radio software. From the tentative
steps of a decade or so ago, we now have
full functionality logging programmes
integrated with the transceiver and cluster,
multi-mode terminal programmes which,
using the computer sound card, combine the
hitherto separate roles of terminal unit and
terminal (such as the excellent "MixW"
software for data modes). Also, an
increasing number of applications for SSTV
have become available recently. Most are
available for a modest cost via the Internet.
At least one however, is freely available at
no cost, and in my view is excellent. This is
the MMSSTV programme by JE3HHT. It is
available from a number of sites on the
Internet, and comes as a I Mb selfexploding file. I downloaded my version
from
http://www.qsl.net/mmhamsoft/mmsstv/

Getting the pictures for transmitting could
not be easier. You select the image (high
definition .jpgs from your digital camera are
processed by the program to the format
required for SSTV). You then set up a set of
"templates" which carry the text you want to
send. You then can superimpose any of the
templates on any of the pictures for
transmit. There is an option to automatically
overlay specific templates on to specific
pictures, but this does not allow you to "ring
the changes" on what picture goes with what
text.
I started by gaining confidence in receiving
pictures. Tuning is very straightforward —
there is a panoramic display in the
programme, which shows the received
SSTV spectrum, and you simply tune until
the sync pulse is positioned over the
relevant line. Although you can tell the
programme what transmission standard to
look for, I found the "auto" setting is
perfectly adequate — the programme
analyses the signal and selects the receive
mode required. Once I had gained
confidence in reception, I tried calling a
station. First call, instant reply! I find that

Installation is simple and straightforward.
Simply run the downloaded file, and the
necessary directories and files are created.
Then set up the configuration options from
the pull-down menu, to tell the programme
about your transceiver and interfaces, and
you are ready to go. You will need some
digital pictures - if you have a digital
camera, you can easily use its output.
Otherwise you can download lots from the
Internet. Note that one of the configuration
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out of a golf bag which is the limit we
cruelly set him. Dick PA3FQA became our
cable guy with the prospect of soldering on
hundreds of PL259's. In charge of putting
the radio stations together would be the job
of Ralph KOIR and John VE3EJ. George
K5TR was our computer guy, finding us
suitable laptops and ensuring they were set
up with the software we would require.

purchase 8 TS50's and, again, team
members were asked to volunteer to take on
the additional expense of purchasing a rig
for the team's use.
Bob K4UEE had the difficult task of finding
an effective antenna system that would fit
into the 2 x golf bags limit that the
expedition leaders had imposed. After
research Bob put together an antenna system
based on Switchable Vertical Dipole Arrays
(SVDAs) for the higher bands. On the
30/40m bands we would use 1/4 wave
verticals, while on 80/160m the antenna of
choice was a prototype vertical by K9AY.

As our campsite was a very important issue,
especially on Southern Thule where a safe
base in the face of potentially very harsh
weather conditions was essential, we asked
Dermot EI5IQ and Berni HB9ASZ to put
together all the equipment and tents we
would need to survive safely in the
Antarctic for an extended period as required
by our permit. Lew W7EW would be our
doctor and he planned and provided for
almost every contingency; thankfully apart
from ma! de mer medication his kit
remained mainly intact. To facilitate team
communication during the planning period
Trey set up a reflector, although the profit
margin of the telephone companies was
helped a good deal by the numerous
conference calls between the USA, Europe,
Asia and Oceania.

Much time was spent finding tents suitable
for Southern Thule as the climate there
would be extremely hostile. Ralph KOIR
arranged for Weatherhaven to provide us
with 4 x Endurance shelters. These tents are
advertised as polar shelters but, as we were
to find out, they were not all we expected
them to be. All other needed campsite and
safety equipment was listed by Dermot
E15IQ and Bemi HB9ASZ who would
ensure we had everything we needed to live
on both Southern Thule and South Georgia.
Staging post for much of this equipment
was Atlanta, Georgia, where with
computers, tools and a million other items it
was packed by Wes and Bob and
despatched to Wellington to be put aboard
our vessel.

Equipment and Antennas
Discussion took place as to the most
suitable equipment and antennas, which
would allow us to carry out our Micro-Lite
expedition effectively.

In November both Trey and James flew to
New Zealand and spent a week shopping for
many of the items which had not been
shipped from the USA. Coax, electrical
cabling and camping equipment was packed
and much of it stored in the apartment of
Wilbert ZL2BSJ who would put it aboard
Braveheart before it sailed.

James 9V1YC had already located suitable
generators, these Honda EU10i's weigh in at
approx. 10kgs and provide 1 kw of power,
enough we calculated to run 2 x 100-watt
stations complete with laptops. Two of these
generators could also be connected together
to provide 2kW of power. In addition the
generators were sealed in high impact
plastic which should make them very
suitable for work in bad weather conditions.

Departure

Finally it all came together and as the year
2001 closed Braveheart departed New
Zealand en route for the Falklands via Cape
Horn. On 29th December James and Trey
left their homes, making their way to Ushuia
where they joined the Braveheart on Dec
3I st, and on the first day of the new year

The opinion amongst team members was
that the Kenwood TS50s was the most
suitable rig for us. Its size and weight was in
keeping with our lite approach and it also
boasts an excellent receiver. We decided to
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they both found themselves signed on the
Braveheart as "ordinary seaman". An
interesting addition to their career resumes.
The rest of the team planned to depart the
UK aboard the RAF flight to the Falklands
via Ascension Island on Jan 10th. Several
members of the team arrived in the UK a
day or so early. On Jan 9th some friends
from the Chiltern DX Club hosted them at a
good luck dinner and next day they made
their way to Heathrow to meet the
remaining team members and to join the bus
to RAF Brize Norton. Arriving at Brize
Norton we were delighted not to encounter
any baggage problems as one or two,
judging by the pained expressions of the
bearers, appeared to be a little on the heavy
side.
If it's too good to be true, it probably is. We
were told that there would very likely be a
24-hour delay on our flight, and so it
proved. We were accommodated on the base
and we took the opportunity to spend the
following day in the historic University City
of Oxford, which everybody enjoyed.
Finally, on the night of Jan 11th we boarded
our aircraft; the expedition for us had begun.
Stopping to refuel at ZD8 we wondered
about getting QRV but there was time only
to pick up a passport stamp, but we could
still claim another "Foot DXCC" entity. As
we approached the Falklands the pilot
advised that the airport was at its
operational limit for weather and we had a
prospect of diverting to Montevideo and
another 12-hour delay but he would have
one attempt. All of the team quietly cheered
his skill as he put the plane down on the
runway and we disembarked to be met (after
an interesting talk on mines and unexploded
ordinance from the Army) by James and
Trey. We enjoyed the bus ride to Port
Stanley but were delighted to see
Braveheart at anchor awaiting us. A short
Zodiac ride to drop our kit then back ashore
to rehearse tent erection. Within an hour
Braveheart put to sea and, while most of us
slept, the ship sailed out into the South

Atlantic and turned its bow towards
Southern Thule.
The journey to Southern Thule took five
days. Sea conditions were moderate as the
prevailing winds were following, however
for some team members even this proved
too much and they retreated to their bunks.
Others managed the trip well and even got
on air with Bob working some USA friends
as K4UEE/MM and Dick keeping the
Europeans interested in our progress while
operating as PA3FQAJMM.
We passed the convergence and water
temperature dropped rapidly, we met our
first icebergs, an amazing sight for those of
us who had not seen them before; we knew
now we had arrived in the Antarctic.

South Sandwich ahoy
On the evening of Jan 18th we had our first
sight of Southern Thule. We approached the
island from its southern coast, the icy slopes
of the glaciers on Mount Larsen falling into
the sea. The summit of the mountain itself
was shrouded in dense clouds. We took
turns with the binoculars checking the beach
at Ferguson Bay where we hoped to land,
but it was obvious to all that it would be
impossible as the huge surf crashed onto the
shore. Rob Williamson, skipper of the
Braveheart and Nigel then began the task of
navigating the narrow channel between
Southern Thule and Cook Island to bring us
to the northern shore at Hewison Point
where we hoped we might find a secure
anchorage for the ship and a landing place
for our team. Several hours were spent using
the sonar-equipped Zodiac locating a
suitable anchorage, as the depths
immediately offshore are very great, but
eventually Braveheart came to rest. It was
now almost dark but a decision was made to
send a recce party ashore to scout a suitable
site for tents and antennas. It was very
appropriate that Ralph KOIR led this party
as this was, for him, a return to Thule
almost 10 years after VP8SSI. As the
Zodiac approached shore those of us on
board Braveheart looked anxiously on; our
concerns were well founded as the surf took

desert and as they fled west, they chased
them at close quarters of four to five miles.
On one occasion in the desert, Nepean
tapped into an unknown telephone cable,
curious to discover what it was, and was
spoken to in German, so he replied in
English - much to their mutual surprise.

diary records: "He has not called on us, so
we do not officially 'med . ." The Chinese
later protested to the Tibetan government
about the rival British radio, but the
complaint went unheeded. On 27 October,
Nepean and other mission members went to
the bazaar, ostensibly to photograph the
roofs of Lhasa, but actually to view the
Chinese radio aerial so as to guess what
wavelength it worked on.

He retired from the army six months after
the Suez crisis and then worked for the Civil
Service on ciphers until 1973. He remained
active as G5YN until 2001.

AC4YN was active for about three months
but, in December 1936, Evan was
commanded to return to India. He later
wrote: "All too soon, the time came when I
had to leave Lhasa, the mission and all the
good friends I had made up there. There was
trouble on the North West Frontier of India
and my commanding officer demanded my
return to the regiment." He packed his
belongings in Lhasa at 5.00am on 14
December in a temperature of 14 degrees
Fahrenheit (minus 10 centigrade). He
travelled light, doing double stages and was
accompanied by Nurgal his Pathan bearer
and two pack animals. He set off for
Gyantse, a two days' journey away, the
following morning. He wrote: "I went over
the 16,600ft Karo La. In winter, it is very
cold at those heights, and a strong wind
blows all day raising dust storms. If the
Tibetans have to travel in the winter, they
do so at night when the wind drops."

(Source: personal interviews by Roger
Crosson with Sir Evan Nepean in 2000 and
2001.)

(as a follow-up to the above, Steve sent this
along for the Digest: I have just spotted the

following on the ARRL website (ARRL
Letter of 8 March): Past ARRL president to
commemorate first-ever DXpedition: Past
ARRL president Bob Denniston,
VP2VI/WODX, will continue a tradition he
began a few years back by marking the 54th
anniversary of the first-ever DXpedition
March 9-10 (UTC) on 160-10 meters (CW).
Denniston, who was ARRL president from
1966 until 1972, turned 83 February 26.
He plans to again reprise the "Gon-Waki"
VP7NG DXpedition that he headed (as
W4NNN), while operating the "second
weekend" of the 1948 ARRL International
DX Contest in the Bahamas. Denniston
began his re-creations on the 50th
anniversary in 1998. VP2VI/54 will be on
the air from his Tortola QTH using vintage
and modern gear plus wire antennas and
hand keys (the original crew used a
Vibroplex bug). Look for VP2VI/54 24 kc
(that's kHz for you newcomers--Ed) up from
the CW band edges, except on 30, 17 and
12-meters. A QSL is available for an SASE
to Rick Casey, W6RKC, 10640 Tabeaud
Rd, Pine Grove, CA 95665.

During WWII Evan worked for M18 on
codes and ciphers and ran a training school
for operators. He was often moved to
different signals' groups and on one
occasion, when staying in a guest house, he
was mistaken for a spy whilst tuning in to
his radio during an air raid when all others
had retreated to a cellar. He was reported to
the authorities - who sent his own men out
to investigate!
In 1941, he was sent to Egypt. When the CO
was on leave Nepean had temporary
command of the 8th Army's Signals Line of
Communications and when Churchill
visited, he was presented to him. Nepean
was involved in driving the enemy up the

While it could be argued that AC4YN was
not a 'pure' DXpedition as it was part of a
political mission, it predated the VP7NG
operation by 12 years. Steve.)
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set off from Gangtok in Sikkim on a grand
adventure. He had been posted as one of
two radio operators accompanying the
British Political Mission to Lhasa in Tibet.
Before being annexed by China, Tibet was
an independent nation state. The Tibetan
government had invited the mission with
two objectives: for the British to help to
persuade the Tashi Lama to return to Lhasa,
escorting him back to the capital without
him having a Chinese army escort, and to
review the Tibetan army and advise on its
improvement.

projector from the Maharaja of Sikkim to
take with them. In addition, some of Frank
Smythe's radio equipment from a recent
Everest expedition was borrowed from store
in Kalimpong, which though full of water
responded well to being dried out.
On each stage of the journey the wireless
equipment was set up to listen to news
broadcasts from the BBC and signals were
transmitted back to India. As the altitude
increased the charging engine developed
less power due to oxygen shortage and at
10,000ft it would no longer run (months
later a pair of variable speed carburettors
arrived in Lhasa and this problem was
cured). Dagg returned to Calcutta to build a
hand-cranked charging machine but as there
was no means of charging the batteries the
mission initially continued to Lhasa without
Nepean.

The mission, down to the last servant, was
50 strong and with 25 pack animals. It was
led by Basil Gould (later Sir Basil) and
included a second wireless operator,
Lieutenant Sidney Dagg. At the time of his
death, Evan was the last surviving member
of the 1936 mission.
Communications in and out of Tibet were
rudimentary to say the least, with mounted
postal runners delivering mail to Lhasa,
which was also on the end of a telegraph
line. Should the mission travel beyond
Lhasa, there would be no communications
for diplomatic traffic, hence transportable
wireless equipment was taken. This was
also to be used to 'outface' the Chinese, who
already had a transmitter in Lhasa.

Evan arrived with the wireless set 13 days
later when it was known that power was
available from the city's 220V hydroelectric
plant. This had been built with incredible
skill by Ringang, a Tibetan who as a boy
had been sent to school in Rugby.

The responsibility for procuring radio
equipment was Lt Sidney Dagg's, who had it
specially built so it could be broken down
into loads weighing less than 80Ib. Nepean
was sent to Simla to gain experience with
the army group with whom they would be in
contact. From Simla he travelled to Calcutta
to meet Dagg and travelled from there to
Siliguri, thence up the Teesta valley to
Gangtok in Sikkim.

The mission lived in the Deyki Lingka
garden where Nepean set up a tent, which
he shared with the radio transmitter and
receiver, and made the first transmission at
1.00pm on 8 September. The antenna was
supported on a 40ft mast and regular contact
was kept up with India on a wavelength of
30 metres. Contact was also made with
many amateurs on 20 metres and Nepean's
callsign of AC4YN became much sought
after world-wide. AC4 was then the prefix
for Tibet and, as there was no licensing
authority, Nepean added his own initials
YN.

From Gangtok to Lhasa, the expedition
travelled by foot. The heaviest load was the
engine for charging batteries at 1201b. Four
coolies laboriously carried it on bamboo
poles and they also carried 80 gallons of
aviation spirit to power it. The two signals
officers were also responsible for looking
after a public address system and cine
projectors and even borrowed a 35mm

The mission reviewed the Tibetan troops
near to the Trapchi (arsenal), where a guard
of honour including the Prime Minister
received them. During the review, to which
almost the whole population of Lhasa had
turned out, the mission and Tibetan officials
were accommodated in tents, in one of
which sat the Chinese wireless official,
whom the British ignored. The mission's
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the Zodiac and hurled it ashore, a wetting
for everybody and we had just arrived. The
zodiac was beached by the surf and, while
our recce party made their way through the
penguins and fur seals towards our proposed
site, the crew worked hard to get the Zodiac
back in the water. As the light faded our
party returned, made their report to the team
and plans were laid for our attempt at first
light the following day.

others worked to get the generators set up
and provide some sort of shelter so that
refuelling could be done more easily. Bob
K4UEE and his antenna crew set about
assembling the antennas. Working in almost
blizzard conditions, as if they were enjoying
a field day, they assembled all the antennas
in record time. A decision was made that the
antennas would not be deployed as SVDAs
but as a single driven element only. They
were positioned on the cliff tops as near to
the edge as possible. 1/4 wave vertical
antennas for 40 and 30m were set up on
short poles and elevated radials strung out
above seal head level. As a team we had
decided that we would not deploy antennas
on the 80/160m bands as it was felt more
important to maximise the new DXCC
entity for as many as possible by using only
high rate bands during our short stay.

First light and we assembled on deck; the
weather seemed almost too good. Tents,
safety equipment, food, water and, of
course, the radio equipment were staged in
the order they must go ashore. As the first
Zodiac approached shore it became apparent
that it would be impossible to land on the
beach, as the surf was even higher than the
previous evening. The Zodiac crew cruised
the shoreline and reported back that they
believed it might be possible to get us
ashore at the cliffs on Hewison Point.

Four tents were erected at the campsite, one
each for CW and SSB operations. Our two
larger tents were designated for sleeping
and eating/workshop. While the radio
stations were installed our campsite guys set
about life support and the first of our
problems surfaced. Both of our gas stoves
refused to ignite. The burners were stripped
and cleaned but to no avail. We concluded
that it was a problem caused by the very low
temperature (this was confirmed later
onboard Braveheart when both stoves fired
up after being warmed for a time in the
engine room). We now had a cold, wet and
tired DXpedition team and no prospect of
hot food or drinks. We reported our
situation to Nigel aboard Braveheart who
told us that, while sea conditions now made
it too dangerous to attempt anything that
evening, he would try get some hot food
ashore the next morning. So at 2100z with
energy levels low but morale high the
Penguins Micro-Lite DXpedition hit the air
as VP8THU.

Taking a heavy rope in the Zodiac the
Braveheart crew positioned the Zodiac at
the base of the cliff; skipper Rob then
jumped from the boat to the rock face and
scrambled upwards before the swell could
wash him off. The rope was fixed at the top
of the cliff to help us make our ascent. In
turn each member of the team made the leap
from the Zodiac and scrambled up the cliff
face. A human chain was formed and all our
equipment was passed hand to hand from
the boat to the top of the cliff 13m above.
Above the cliffs we carefully made our way
through the masses of chinstrap penguins
which were everywhere and, as had been
commented on by the VP8SSI team 10 years
before, the smell was incredible, guano
everywhere. Over the next several hours all
equipment was moved to the campsite and
erection of the tents began.
Southern Thule began to show its true face
as the weather turned very nasty, the winds
increased in speed and it began to snow
heavily; items began to disappear under a
blanket of snow.

The pile-ups were astounding, signal levels
were high from all parts of the world, as our
omni-directional antennas played well from
the cliff heights. There was a clear shot in
most directions although the East coast USA
was perhaps a little hampered by the

While our campsite guys set about the task
of getting tents and life support in order,
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proximity of Mount Larsen in its path. As
propagation seemed equally good
everywhere our operators found it
unnecessary to divide the pile-up by
continental areas; we also agreed not to use
methods like working by numbers as, in our
opinion, they only lead to frustration
amongst DXers and problems result.
During the next 80 hours over 26,000 QSOs
were made by the 4 stations we kept on air.
Operating shifts of 3-6 hours were normally
worked with oncoming operators refilling
the generators, which would run for about 4
hours between refills. Two generators were
deployed for each tent, the first providing
power for two stations plus laptops while
the second ran the I kw electrical heater
which raised the heat in the tent to an almost
bearable level. On one occasion during a
night shill the heaters at K4UEE's and
EI6FR's operation tent cut out; intent on the
pile-ups neither operator noticed for a while.
That is until they both looked at each other
and realised their buddy was almost
hypothermic. In unspoken communication
both op's abandoned the stations and
retreated to sleeping bags before they
needed Lew's expert medical attention, if
you were in the pile-up that night.. sorry
guys.

Life on Southern Thule
Captain Cook described Southern Thule as
"the worst place on Earth" and certainly,
with its ever changing and harsh weather, it
presents a formidable environment for man.
There is no shelter except for the small but
used by the VP8SSI team. The door to the
but is once again gone and it's been
reoccupied by the fur seals but the tribander
still remains as a testament to the VP8SSI
ops that braved the island in the past. The
remains of the Argentine research base
provide no shelter and only some broken
crockery with the logo of the LU Navy
remain as evidence of their presence. The
island is far from lifeless, however, and
almost every foot seems to be occupied by
Penguins. Chinstraps make up the largest
population, Adelies are also present in great

numbers, while Gentoo have a significant
presence also. A solitary King Penguin
accompanied by a lone pair of Macaroni's
were also seen on the beach. Skuas are a
constant presence as are Giant Petrels as
they patrol the penguin colonies for an easy
meal.

The QSO breakdown looks like this:

A large number of fur seals also occupy the
island; they are aggressive and team
members needed to be wary when moving
about. On the northern side of the island
small numbers of elephant seals were also
seen.

Total: 1,534 QSOs: 65 DXCC entities

Whenever sea and weather conditions
allowed, the crew of Braveheart supplied us
with hot meals and replenished the fuel for
our generators. They also managed to
recondition an old gas stove they had aboard
and get it working so we were able to have
hot drinks at last. Conditions at the campsite
were by now deteriorating rapidly. The tents
in which we had invested so much seemed
to be unequal to the weather at Southern
Thule and by now were leaking badly.
Despite our best efforts, the floors were now
awash with melting snow and diluted
penguin guano. Each team member had
been equipped with a Gortex bivouac bag
for survival in an emergency. Now it was
needed to make even sleeping bearable.
Thermarest mattresses and polar rated
sleeping bags were placed inside the
bivouac bags in an effort to keep dry if not
warm.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Evan Yorke Nepean
Bt, G5YN, died at the age of 92 on I1
March 2002. Son of Sir Charles Evan
Molyneux Yorke Nepean and educated at
Winchester and Cambridge, Evan became
the 6th Baronet on the death of his father in
1953. He had a life-long interest in radio,
taking out a Post Office receiving licence
when he was 16 and, two years later, his
first transmitting licence. He joined the
RSGB in 1926 and was, at the time of his
death, the longest-serving member of the
Society, clocking up an incredible 75 years
of unbroken membership.

As the expedition drew to a close Nigel and
his crew considered how we and our
equipment might be evacuated down the
cliff face safely. Lying around the old LU
station were several collapsed radio towers
and these provided the Braveheart crew with
the solution. Cutting out a 10m section they
carried it to the cliff edge and suspended it
down the face on rope, fixing it in place
with metal bars. We now had a solid ladder
for our descent.

After graduation from Cambridge, Evan
opted for an army career and joined the
Royal Signals Corps, then a mounted
cavalry regiment. He had a long and
illustrious army career, serving in India,
Tibet, North Africa, Cyprus, the Middle
East and Far East as well as Europe. In 1935
he was sent to the North West Frontier of
India, where he was acquired two cavalry
chargers, a motor bike and the services of a
bearer in Peshawar. It was during his fiveyear stay in India that Evan mounted what
could arguably be described as the world's
first DXpedition.

At 0730z on Tues 22nd Jan with the weather
calm James 9V1YC announced the QRT,
EI6FR made the last SSB QSO on 17m with
GOANH while Wes W3WL put the last
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My particular thanks go to my xyl, Jan;
Solofo, 5R8ET for arranging the licence; his
wife and family for their hospitality; Cortez
Expeditions in Tana for the travel
arrangements and the management and staff
of the Hotel Soanambo on Ile Sainte Marie,
without whose help and understanding this
operation would not have been possible.

30 metres: 51 QSOs: 15 DXCC entities
20 metres: 250 QSOs: 31 DXCC entities
17 metres: 244 QSOs: 40 DXCC entities
15 metres: 19 QSOs: 10 DXCC entities
12 metres: 85 QSOs: 25 DXCC entities
10 metres: 885 QSOs: 51 DXCC entities

SIR EVAN NEPEAN, G5YN, SK - THE WORLD'S FIRST DXPEDITIONER?

Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
But first, a personal reminiscence. I had the
pleasure of meeting Sir Evan briefly in
about 1969, when I would have been 14
years old. He gave a presentation on his
1930s radio adventures at the headquarters
of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society
at Blandford Camp in Dorset. My amateur
radio mentor, or 'Elmer', Bob Cook,
G3UZL, also now a Silent Key, was an
RSARS member and took me along to the
talk. Needless to say, I was absolutely
fascinated by Sir Evan's story - it was real
'Boy's Own' stuff - and I wonder now
whether subconsciously it was this early
exposure to Sir Evan's DXpedition story
that led to my own interest in visiting
remote parts of the world with radio
equipment?

At Winchester, he built a crystal set that he
hid in the cupboard of his study bay, to
which he attached an earphone connected
via a wire run down his sleeve. By leaning
on his arm and writing with the other hand,
he could keep up the pretence of studying
whenever a schoolmaster passed by.

The intervening years caused the details of
Sir Evan's story to fade from my memory,
until a couple of days after his death when,
out of the blue, I received a call at RSGB
headquarters from a Roger Croston. Roger
had known Sir Evan personally and was
writing his obituary for the 'Daily
Telegraph'. Because Roger is not a radio
amateur he had called the RSGB to get
some background about amateur radio and
about Sir Evan's membership of the Society.
After talking for a while with Roger it was
clear that he knew Evan's life story well. I
am very grateful to him for reminding me of
the details of the story that I had first heard
some 33 years ago and for providing the
other biographical details of Sir Evan's life.
On 31 July 1936 Lieutenant Evan Nepean
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bags crammed in the car. I was lucky to get
the front seat because of my broken ankle!
We have since become very firm friends!
Solofo had tried to arrange for Michel,
5R8EE to meet us at the airport, but he
failed to show up. The aircraft was a Twin
Otter and each passenger was carefully
weighed in addition to every item of
luggage.

the room, the first QSO was with F6ACV on
17m CW at 1418 UTC on 15th September
and a pile up quickly developed. I had
made the mistake of being too keen to get
on the air and had not properly set up the
IC-706 for split working, which takes a
minute or so. Consequently, this first period
of activity was run simplex, but even so I
made 134 QSOs in a little less than two
hours before the dreaded call from Jan of
"time to get ready for dinner".

My plans to be the first to activate the AF090 group were confounded as Sigi,
DJ4TJ/5R8GT/P, Bert, PA3GIO/5R8GY
and Jacques F6BUM/5R8HC all beat me to
it. Strangely, all three operated from the
Hotel La Cocoteraie on the northern tip of
Sainte Marie. Described as the most
isolated of the island's hotels, it is only
40km from the airport but such is the state
of the island's roads that it takes 21/2 hours
to get there! Electricity is only available
either from generators or batteries.

Next day, I concentrated on 10 metres and
had a couple of very good sessions, bringing
the QSO total to 448. More sightseeing,
including an unforgettable day at sea
watching Humpback whales cavorting in the
strait, interrupted radio activities. At one
stage, two of the huge creatures swam
straight at our tiny boat, at the last moment
diving to pass directly below it.
We also hired a pirogue (effectively a dugout canoe) to take us across to the small
island of Ile aux Nattes (Nosy Nato) off the
southern tip of the main island. Apart from
lunch at the highly recommended restaurant
of the Hotel Orchidee, we went to get a last
lemur fix at Les Lemuriens, where they
have a number of Black-and-white ruffed
lemurs that are so tame that they will drink
your glass of Coke if you don't pay
attention.

AF-090

Arriving at the island's airport we were met
by a minibus from the Soanambo Hotel.
Our Belgian friends went on to another hotel
nearer the capital Ambodifotatra. We had
elected to stay at the Hotel Soanambo,
because it has mains electricity and is only
about 10-minute drive from the airport,
overlooking the 8km wide strait between the
island's west coast and the mainland.

I found the early morning sessions on the
radio to be rather disappointing. I was
generally too late for 30 metres. However,
20 metres was wide open to the USA at
around 0400 UTC, but lacked activity. 10
metres in the late afternoons was excellent
and I enjoyed some really good pile-ups. I
promised myself a late evening session on
30 or 40 metres, but for some reason, after a
good dinner and a bottle of excellent
Malagasy wine, I never actually made it

Our room was on the ground floor of a twostorey house, literally three metres from the
high tide mark and the beach was lined with
conveniently placed palm trees.
Even with my leg in plaster, it was a simple
job to throw a weighted string over a couple
of trees and to rig the antenna facing northwest at about 5 metres above the beach.
This trip, I followed Alan, G3XAQ's
suggestion of a 16 metre top, fed with 300
ohm line via an ATU, but had a selection of
wire dipoles and lengths of coax in my bag
— just in case. I need not have worried, as
the single antenna tuned happily on all
bands and worked tremendously well,
particularly on 10 metres.
With the station set up on the patio outside

station, JA2EDG in the log on 20m CW.
VP8THU from Southern Thule was silent.
Immediately we began to tear down and
carry the gear to the staging point at the top
of our improvised ladder. As we worked the
weather got worse, the wind increased
greatly and the seas began to crash against
the cliff. The prospect of descending the
ladder and leaping into the Zodiac at the
bottom was unnerving, but it was time to
leave. While Matt Jolly skilfully
manoeuvred the Zodiac at the bottom of the
cliff the team passed gear down to Rob our
skipper to pass to the Zodiac team. As we
worked, waves crashed against the cliff,
soaking Rob and the team. A very large and
hungry leopard seal patrolling the base of
the cliff at our descent point was on
ominous sign. Soon it was the turn of each
team member to make the leap of faith into
the wildly bucking Zodiac. Most made it but
for one tall team member only 50% made it
and he appreciated the hands hauling the
other half aboard for the wild and rapid
Zodiac ride back to Braveheart.

awakened by the anchor chain running; we
had arrived at King Edward Point,
Cumberland West Bay, South Georgia. We
awoke on the morning of Jan 25th to a
different world. We had all read copies of
Antarctic Oasis by Tim and Pauline Carr
and admired their wonderful photographs,
but even that had not prepared us for the
stunning beauty of that first morning at
South Georgia. Perhaps it was the contrast
with Southern Thule that affected us so
profoundly, but with brilliantly blue skies
above the icy peaks of the mountains
surrounding us, as we rode at anchor in
crystal clear waters we knew that every
minute of the effort which brought us to this
place was worth it. A short distance across
the bay was the British Antarctic Survey
base at King Edward Point. The old whaling
station of Grythviken nearby housed the
South Georgia museum, which we were
keen to visit and of course meet Tim and
Pauline. Grythviken of course is famous as
the last resting place of the great explorer
Sir Ernest Shackleton. During our time there
we would visit his grave and pay tribute to
this giant of exploration buried as he is so
far from his native soil in Co. Kildare in
Ireland.

And so to South Georgia

Once aboard we realised just what a filthy,
smelly bunch we had become after just four
days of living in penguin guano. Each team
member and all our equipment was
efficiently cleaned by the Braveheart gang
with disinfectant deck scrubbers and fire
hoses before getting below decks to hot
showers, a hot meal and a warm bunk.

Remembering that this was a "Funpedition"
and "Not about QSO totals" we decided to
play tourist for a while and recover a little
from the VP8THU adventure. We spent a
couple of days at King Edward Cove
enjoying the scenery, visiting the museum
and, of course, visiting the Post Office
where the first VP8THU QSL cards were
sent to our QSL manager Garry VE3XN for
the QS0s he had made with us on Thule.
During the evening Nigel and the
Braveheart crew played host to the BAS
Staff and other residents of Cumberland Bay
with a huge barbecue, Kiwi style.

The 2002 South Sandwich DXpedition was
over but as the evening drew in Braveheart
slipped away from Southern Thule and
plotted its course for South Georgia and the
second part of our adventure,
We hoped that the voyage to South Georgia
would take about two days; the sea makes
its own rules however, and the ship was
now pressing hard against the prevailing
wind and seas and our progress slowed. It
was very uncomfortable as the ship rolled,
then climbed the crest of a large wave
before crashing down.

Next morning while preparations were made
to make the short sail to our site at Husvik
Bay, team members paid a final visit to
Grythviken or went hiking. In the afternoon
Braveheart left for Husvik Bay, arriving
there as the sun began to set.

In the early hours of the morning I was
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3 x CW and 3 x SSB with each station also
able to run RTTY as required. Antennas for
the higher bands were deployed on the
beach as close to the water's edge as
practical. The lower band antennas
including the 160m antenna were erected
behind the buildings on marshy ground,
here also we set up secondary antennas for
20, 15 and 10m to allow dual-mode
operations on these bands. As at VP8THU
all antennas were connected to stations
using lightweight RG-8X coaxial cable.
Both Dunestar and ICE bandpass filters
were used although inter-station
interference at the modest power levels
employed was minimal. VP8GEO hit the
airwaves and the bands exploded.

By arrangement with Gordon Liddle of the
South Georgia/South Sandwich Government
we would have the use of two buildings, the
old whaling station manager's house and the
old wireless building, for the duration of our
stay. Both buildings are used by BAS
scientists on fieldwork and held out the
promise of some comfort in contrast to our
conditions on Southern Thule. We proposed
therefore to place the radio stations in the
buildings and return to Braveheart for
sleep/showers etc.
As the hour was late a brief exploratory visit
was made and some initial ideas about
station and antenna layouts discussed before
we turned in for the night.

Getting Organised

In line with our "Fun-DXpedition" ethos,
operating rosters as such were not imposed
but rather operators volunteered to fill slots
on the bands/modes they preferred. This
worked well and usually 4 stations were
kept on air at all times. Specialist modes
such as RTTY and low bands were catered
for as propagation allowed. Over the next
week over 45,000 QSOs were made. The
continental breakdowns showed that we
were being worked in all parts of the world.
Propagation, however, was much poorer
than it had been on Southern Thule with
several bands often closed for many hours
during the day. Topband also suffered
somewhat due to high noise levels, which
was traced to the generators. In an attempt
to make working Topband a little easier a
diesel generator was borrowed from the
Braveheart and used to power the Topband
station during the hours of darkness but,
while 80/75m performed well, the 160m
band never shone. We were not the loudest
expedition heard but anybody with basic
equipment and reasonable operating skills
was able to make it into the log. Post
expedition we received a comment from a
well know DXer/Contester. He said that
"never had he worked a station so weak, so
easily". This comment pleased the team a
great deal as it summed up what we hoped
"Micro-Lite DXing" would be all about.

Early next morning we began to move
equipment to our site. The buildings were
situated halfway along the Bay about 200m
from the seashore. A freshwater glacial
stream separated the buildings from the
shoreline but did not present an obstacle.
Take off to EU and Central Asia appeared
excellent over a sea path. The path towards
the USA passed over the mountains to the
North West but as there was a couple of
kilometres of flat ground between us and the
first hills we hoped it would not present too
much of a problem. Short path to Japan,
however, was directly into a high mountain
ridge close by so it appeared as if we would
need to hit the long path for the JA boys.
All around our site were fur seal pups and
their mothers, certainly numbering in the
thousands. For operators returning to the
ship after dark it was an eerie experience to
pick their way by torchlight through the seal
colonies, the growling in the dark made for
many a nervous moment. We also shared
our site with herds of reindeer, which were
introduced to the island many years ago and
have thrived. Colonies of King Penguins
were noticed close by and in an abandoned
whaling station building a large elephant
seal bull watched over his harem of some 15
females.
Within the buildings 6 stations were set up,

what was happening and neither was our
French good enough. It wasn't until we
arrived home that we fully understood the
horror of what had happened that day.

followed the Chinese built Route Nationale
RN2, between Tana and the port of
Toamasina (Tamatave) on the coast, which
the Foreign Office web site describes as
"particularly dangerous". Frank spoke little
or no English, so our French studies were
put severely to the test. He was a competent
enough driver and got us there safely in time
for a late lunch, although we did see several
trucks with their loads in the ditch and on
one occasion, a truck in the ravine alongside

Bush House
Next morning we checked out and Frank
drove us down to the coast near Brickaville,
where we made a rendezvous with a
speedboat to carry us along the Canal des
Pangalenes to Bush House on Lake
Ampitabe for the next two nights. The
Pangalenes are a 600km chain of natural
lakes and canals created in French colonial
times, with only 100 metres or so of land
separating them from the Indian Ocean. We
were greeted on the jetty by Bambino, a
Malagasy man who spoke excellent English,
as well as French, German and Italian.
After Vakona, Bush House was basic but
comfortable with our own bungalow
overlooking the lake. The mosquito net
wouldn't close properly around the bed
although there was no evidence of the nasty
creatures, although we did wake one
morning to find a palm-sized Golden orbweb spider on the inside of the net. The bar
and restaurant were reached via a steep,
beaten earth stairway but the excellent food
made the climb well worth it! There was
even a pet Bamboo lemur named Sugar

the road.
That evening we were scheduled for a night
walk with a guide, but it was raining, the
track steep, muddy and slippery which was
soon agreed to be a bad combination for a
man with a leg in plaster. Early next
morning the weather was better and we met
up with our English-speaking guide Desire
to search in the Perinet Reserve for the
largest of the lemurs, the Indri. Standing
about a metre tall with almost no tail, blackand-white markings and a surprised teddy
bear face it is their song that makes the Indri
special. It is an eerie, wailing sound,
somewhere between the song of a whale and
a police siren that carries for up to three
kilometres. We were delighted to find a
small family in the thick woods who put on
a spectacular performance for us.

Baby.

That afternoon, we visited Lemur Island, a
small reserve operated by the Vakona Forest
Lodge. Here we were introduced to Gigi, a
very friendly Black-and-white ruffed lemur
who we were able to feed with bananas
before being jumped on and clambered over
by several other species of lemurs whilst
being warned not to stroke them.

Bush House has its own private reserve a
short distance along the beach. There are
various species of introduced lemurs,
including a few hybrids. Although they are
free-ranging, they are tame enough to be
photographed and will clamber all over you
looking for bananas. The highlight was for
the guide, Sylvain to imitate the song of the
Indri and for the resident to come out of the

That evening when we went to the bar for a
pre-dinner drink, a very sombre Frank
greeted us with the news of an aircraft
having crashed into the Pentagon. It was
September 11th and we could barely believe
the pictures on the satellite TV, which was
somehow made all the worse as the
soundtrack was in French. Whilst it was
clear that terrible events were taking place,
we could not fully understand the gravity as
few people spoke enough English to explain

forest to join in.
We were joined next morning by a Belgian
couple for our journey along the Pangalenes
to Tamatave, where we were met by a girl in
a tiny Renault 5, who was to take us to the
airport for our flight to Ile Sainte Marie.
Unfortunately, the Belgians had no
prearranged transport and none was
available, so all four of us, together with our

During the week spent at Husvik Bay team
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On Tour

Nederland short wave relay station where he
works, about 20km north-east of Tana. It
was our first opportunity to see something
of the countryside of the Highlands with
zebu-carts on the road and brightly coloured
houses, rice paddies and beautiful flowering
plants and trees alongside it. The relay
station was first set up in 1971 and presently
re-broadcasts Dutch programmes for 17
hours per day via two 300kW AM
transmitters to listeners in Africa, the
Middle East and South East Asia, as well as
to Indonesia and west Australia. The
programmes themselves are received via a
satellite link from Hilversum in the
Netherlands.

The following morning was the start of our
tour proper and we were driven from the
hotel to the airport to take the plane to Fort
Dauphin (Taolagnaro) in the dry, and south,
via Tulear (Toliara). Most of the old French
place names have been replaced by their
Malagasy equivalents, but some are still
retained. There were no seat allocations and
the in-flight refreshments consisted of a
glass of Coke and a packet of biscuits. On
arrival, we were met by our driver,
Sylvester, and English speaking guide,
Dodi, in a four wheel drive Suzuki jeep and
set off for the two hour, 80km drive inland
to the Berenty Private Reserve where we
were to stay for two nights. The road
surface was appalling and Dodi explained
that it had not been repaired since it was
first laid in 1956. En route, we passed
through the so-called "spiny forest" made
up of several species of plants and trees able
to survive in the extremely arid
environment. Berenty itself is justifiably
famous for its wildlife with many species
present, including Ring-tailed and Brown
lemurs. We were particularly delighted to
see several of the enchanting Verreaux's
sifikas; large, creamy-white lemurs with
brown caps and black faces, who spend
most of their time in the trees of the spiny
forest. When they do come down to earth,
they dance their way across the open ground
on two legs in the most comical manner.
Accommodation was in a simple shack with
twin beds, mosquito nets, a shower and WC.
Dire warnings are given not to let the Ringtails into your room, although preventing
them from helping themselves to your
breakfast was a little more difficult! The
weather was glorious and the stars at night
had to be seen to be believed.

The following morning Solofo collected us
and took us to OMERT to have the IC-706
checked over for spurious emissions using
surprisingly sophisticated test equipment,
prior to actually issuing the licence. This
was the primary reason for the high cost of
the actual licence, although the cynic in me
suspected an opportunity to earn some
foreign currency. The radio passed with
flying colours, but the licence document
itself was still awaiting signature by a senior
official. Solofo arranged to collect it on my
behalf and give it to me at the airport when
we left.
That evening, Solofo and his xyl Irinee
hosted a small party at their house, to which
were invited most of the amateurs in Tana,
including Ake, 5R8FU; Albert, ex 5R80
and now 5R8GZ; Andreas, 5R8FL; Eddy,
5R8FT; Jean-Claude, 5R8G0 and Fidy,
5R8FV, together with their xyls. I was able
to present the six-metre antenna to Ake and
the ATU to Fidy and be introduced to the
local brew, called "Three Horses Beer" —
impossible for the Malagasy to pronounce
and consequently called "THB" for short.
Conversation naturally revolved around
amateur radio in general and in particular
the problems of sending and receiving QSL
cards in Madagascar, where both incoming
and outgoing mail theft is particularly
prevalent. Several of the guys backed me
into a corner and suddenly I was the QSL
manager for six 5R callsigns.

Returning to Tana for another night at the
Palissandre, we again met Solofo and Irinee
for an evening meal. Next morning, a new
driver, Frank collected us for the three-hour
drive east from Tana to the Andasibe
National Park in the eastern rainforest,
where we were to stay for two nights at the
luxurious Vakona Forest Lodge. Our route
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members took advantage of spells of good
weather to explore their surroundings.
Declan EI6FR and Dermot EI5IQ strapped
on their boots and spent time hiking in the
interior of the island. They also retraced
some of the route used by Ernest
Shackleton, Frank Worsley and Tom Crean
to make the epic crossing of South Georgia
to find help for their comrades at Stromness
whaling station. Arriving at Stromness from
the interior, Declan and Dermot met up with
the other team members who had hiked
along the coast to visit the station. We were
all amazed at the scale of the whaling
operations which must have taken place at
these stations. Today, most of us are
horrified at the thought of the slaughter
which took place here, but we must also
admire the courage of the men who lived
here and their ingenuity in building a
community and industry in such a remote
place.

Falklands. The wind and seas slowed our
progress considerably and made the journey
very unpleasant.
Many of the team retreated to their bunks
and whiled away the endless hours as best
they could. Early morning and we were
awakened by the shrill sound of the general
alarm. Tired and sick DXpeditioners leapt
from their bunks and rushed to their muster
stations. Nigel told us that a fire alarm was
activated, and while the crew busied
themselves checking the vessel we waited
anxiously. Looking at our position on the
GPS display it was clear that the Falklands
were several hundred miles away and we
were clearly beyond the reach of rescue
services in a short time. For a long time we
had talked of the danger of Antarctic
DXpeditioning; now it seemed it was a
reality. As the minutes ticked by nobody
spoke, each team member lost in his own
thoughts. I think we all learned something
about ourselves and the importance of
things and those close to us during that time.
Soon, however that time was past, Nigel
reported the vessel safe, a false alarm. We
returned to our bunks or the salon and
Braveheart once again journeyed towards
our destination.

The Braveheart crew likewise found
adventure. Receiving a call for assistance
from a Russian fisheries research ship they
found the Atlandia caught fast in Stromess
Bay, their anchor fouled some 40m below.
A mooring buoy had been removed from the
bay but the chain gear was left in place and
it was this which the Russian vessel's
anchor had fouled. Rob Williamson our
skipper is also a master diver and he had his
dry suit and other equipment aboard. Over
the course of many hours Rob, Nigel and
the Braveheart crew worked at depth in
extremely cold water temperatures to free
the Russian ship. After several attempts they
succeeded in freeing the anchor and
received grateful thanks from a muchrelieved Russian captain and crew.

We were all anxious to feel solid ground
under our feet again, and Braveheart, ship
and crew had another DX journey to make.
After leaving us in the Falklands the vessel
would make its way through the Magellan
Straits and into The Pacific. Sailing to
Gambier it would pick up the first members
of the Ducie Island expedition then continue
on to Pitcairn to collect the rest of that team
before putting Ducie on air for the first time.
We all needed to be home for that one.

QRT

Arriving safely in the Falklands we had time
for a little celebration before it was time for
the parting of the ways. Braveheart sailed
out of harbour, James and Trey caught the
flight to Puenta and began their long
journeys back to California and Singapore.

After 7 days and 10 hours on air VP8GEO
went QRT. The stations were torn down in a
torrential downpour, water levels rose
rapidly and as we left we waded through
floodwaters. We hoped to travel along the
coast of South Georgia northwards but
strong winds and icebergs forced us away
from the island and a course was laid for the

As for the rest of us, well we spent a few
days in Port Stanley, in fact more days than
we expected as the RAF flight was again
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delayed. Trying a few hotels we found there
was "no room in the Inn" for tired
DXpeditioners, but we did at last find a
bunkhouse to stay, for some happy (and
unhappy) memories of College days or Boot
Camp. Some even got QRV ... you can
never have too much DX.
Flying home over the next few days we all
agreed that it had been a wonderful
experience, we had set out to visit and
operate from two of the most remote and
sought after DX locations, and we had done
it with kit more usually found on IOTA
operations or Field Days. We hope that
many more expeditions will follow suit.

Wanted
Photocopy of manual for Datong FL3 audio
filter. All expenses incurred will me met.

Declan EI6FR ei6fr(r)gofree.indino.ie

For Sale
Linear Amp Explorer 1200 9 Bands HF
160m -10m 2/500z valves. Excellent order
used as spare amp at holiday QTH. Usual
rated output, no faults and in very good
condx. Prefer buyer tests, inspects, collects.
Could possibly deliver (North) at cost. £800
Phil G4OBK 01751 476380

e

CHILTERN DX CLUB
The UK DX Foundation

(continued from p.19)
meters. An official announcement is
pending, but it's expected the new award
will debut October 1, 2002. Those planning
to participate may send cards now to get a
leg up on the new award.

DX SPOTS
Rod Elliott, VE3IRF has collected the DX
spots from the OH2AQ Web Cluster since
January 1997. The collection (from January
1997 up to March 2002) is available at
http://www.425dxn.org/dxspots/, as well the
software (DXINFO v1.7) which will enable
you to handle the files (instructions at the
URL above). For further information, please
e-mail Maurizio Bertolino, 1121171/1ZICRR 0121 17 l (4,425dxn.org ).

Straight Key Week
The FISTS CW Club Straight Key Week
runs from 16 to 22 June and is open to all
amateurs, not just FISTS members. This is
not a contest, but an activity period to
encourage contacts using a straight key.
Exchange RST, Name, QTH, FISTS Nr
(Non-Members send NM) and Day Number
(Sunday is Day 1, etc.). This last allows
duplicate working of the same station on
different days.
Note: Sunday is Day 1, Monday Day 2, and
so on up to Saturday Day 7. This allows
duplication of working the same station on
different days. Entries go to: FISTS Contest
Manager, Keith Farthing, MOCLO, 86,
Coldnailhurst Avenue, Braintree, Essex,
CM7 5PY (e-mail:
keithmOclo@hotmail.com) who can also
provide further details on request.

The flight was uneventful and we arrived at
Ivato International airport in the early
morning of 6th September. We joined the
queue to pass through Immigration and
struck up a conversation with some sort of
uniformed official. In exchange for a
couple of dollar bills he took our passports,
very efficiently jumped the queue, came
back a few minutes later with them properly
stamped and ushered us into the baggage
reclaim area. It was here that Solofo had
arranged for Fidy, 5R8FV to meet us and
deal with the formalities of temporarily
importing the radio and computer
equipment. Although we didn't know it
until we arrived, Fidy is the General in
charge of military communications within
Madagascar and turned up dressed in his
fatigues. He seemed to know everyone at
the airport and we were very quickly
through the Customs where we were met by
Solofo and Jean-Claude, 5R8GO.

to knee, not a little pain and couldn't drive.
Much soul searching took place as to
whether we would or would not travel. The
French language practice also suffered a
setback! The licence was only valid for
three months and there was no possibility of
rescheduling the flights within that period. I
was able to walk with the help of a stick and
once I had proved I could struggle the 400
metres to my mother's and back again
without collapsing, the decision was made.
We would go!
Kerry, GOLCS, also contacted me and asked
if I would be prepared to take a six metre
beam with me as a gift from the UK Six
Metre Group to Ake, 5R8FU. The
originally proposed antenna was over three
metres long, which was clearly out of the
question. However, an alternative was
found that was shipped in an 1800 mm long
tube, and we were able to cope with that.
Fidy, 5R8FV also asked if I could buy and
take with me an SGC automatic ATU, for
which he would pay me in Malagasy Francs
on arrival, Both items were provided by
Mike, G3SED at Nevada and were in
addition to the handful of components, gifts
etc. which we were taking for Solofo and his
family.

Our travel agent's driver also met us and we
set off for the 12km drive into Tana itself.
A typically third world city of over a million
people, it is polluted, chaotic, colourful and
most of all exciting. Thankfully, it is one of
the only cities in the world without a
McDonalds! The volume of traffic made
the M25 on a bad day look positively sparse
and it took almost two hours to make the
journey. There is only one set of traffic
lights in the whole of Madagascar - and they
were out of order!

Off we go
5th September, the day of departure finally
dawned and the check-in clerk at Bristol
Airport offered to book the bags through to
Tana. Fearing a repeat of the lost baggage
problems during our Sri Lankan trip, we
declined and elected to manhandle them
between the arrivals and departure areas at
Paris-CDG. It wasn't until we got to Paris
that we realised we had to change terminals
via a shuttle bus. In view of my lack of
mobility, we decided to take three small
checked bags rather than the usual two large
ones, plus hand luggage, camera bags and,
of course, the six metre antenna. Getting on
and off the bus was somewhat difficult and
we were afraid that the driver was going to
leave us on the pavement with some of our
bags still on the bus. As it happened, the
only thing left behind was my walking stick!

Time for an "Eyeball" QSO
Our hotel, the Royal Pallisandre, was on the
side of a hill overlooking the city centre.
No sooner than we had settled in than the
phone rang and it was Patrick, 5R8EW
calling to welcome us. His three-element
beam was actually visible from the hotel
balcony and under normal circumstances we
could have walked down for an eyeball
QSO, but that involved negotiating a
number of steps which 1 didn't feel
confident in attempting with my leg still in
plaster.
That afternoon, Solofo and his wife Irinee
collected us and drove us to visit the Radio
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language tape to brush up on our linguistics
whilst driving to and from work.

the first to activate the island group.

Getting my Licence

The Land that Time forgot

I also started to make enquiries about
getting a licence. A letter to the Ministere
des Postes et Telecommunications in May
2000 actually elicited a response after a
delay of several months, but I decided that I
needed someone on the ground to help with
the formalities. I had a couple of false starts
but then a notice appeared in one of the DX
bulletins announcing that Ken, AD6KA was
going to visit his sister in Tana during
September 2000 and would be active as
5R8GQ. After a bit of detective work, I
found an e-mail address and Ken put me in
touch with Patrick, 5R8EW who agreed to
help. Unfortunately, Patrick's health
deteriorated and he was unable to complete
the arrangements and, in February 2001,
with Ken's further help, I was put in touch
with Solofo, 5R8ET who was efficiency
itself.

Madagascar is the fourth largest island in
the world, lies in the Indian Ocean and is
separated from continental Africa by the
400km-wide Mozambique Channel. The
island itself is some 1,300km long and
400km wide, lying more or less between 12 °
° south. When Gondwanaland, the and26
world's biggest landmass, split into
continents 165 million years ago,
Madagascar was left behind and is now
often described as 'the land that time
forgot'. Madagascar's flora and fauna took
a quite different evolutionary route to the
rest of Africa, resulting in a huge number of
unique endemic species, probably the best
known of which are the lemurs.
There are several tour operators in the UK
who include Madagascar in their portfolio,
but all are rather costly, even outside of
eclipse time! Consequently, we decided to
do our "own thing" once again and sent off
a series of e-mails to those travel agents
listed in the guidebook. One particular
agent, Cortez Expeditions responded with
such efficiency and enthusiasm that we
almost immediately started negotiations for
our own tailor-made itinerary. We opted for
our tested formula of a week's fairly
intensive travelling and a week relaxing on
a beach, when I could play a bit of radio.
We also found that if we booked our
international flights on Air Madagascar —
affectionately known as "Air Mad" -, then
all our internal flights would be heavily
discounted. Flights were from Paris-Charles
de Gaulle airport, so we cashed in some air
miles and booked feeder flights from Bristol
to Paris to make the connections.

Copies of the current application forms
issued by the Office Malagasy d'Etudes et
de Regulation de Telecommunications
(OMERT) arrived promptly by e-mail, were
duly completed (in French) with help from
Solofo. Copies of the forms, a copy of my
UK licence, a copy of the Icom IC-706
specification and four passport photographs
were sent by DHL to Solofo in early April
2001. The actual licence fee was 900,000
Malagasy Francs (FMG) - about £90, which
had to be transferred to Solofo by Western
Union. With the DHL and Western Union
fees, the actual cost of the licence was
around £150.
On 1st August 2001 I received an e-mail
from Solofo informing me that my call was
to be 5R8HA. 1 had asked for 5R8WH, but
apparently OMERT will only issue callsigns
in sequence.

When the revisions to the IOTA Directory
were implemented in 2000, a new island
group "Madagascar's Coastal Islands East:
AF-090" was created and I noted that this
included Nosy Bohara (a.k.a. Ile Sainte
Marie). The guidebook describes the island
in glowing terms and I proposed to Jan that
we spent our beach time there, hoping to be

Everything seemed to be organised, but then
Murphy took a hand — or more accurately a
foot — as I managed to break my left ankle
three short weeks before we were due to
leave. Those three weeks were very
uncomfortable as I was in plaster from toe
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ANTENNAS USED AT SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS (VP8THU), AND SOUTH
GEORGIA (VP8GEO)
Our choice of antennas was dictated by several
factors. First, in keeping with our basic tenet of
"micro-lite" (100 watts and small lightweight
generators), we needed antennas that were light,
easy to carry and erect. Second, we were
constrained by the provisions of our permit,
especially on Southern Thule. We were
required to use techniques, equipment, tents and
antennas that would minimise the environmental
impact on this sensitive area. And lastly, we

covered using a prototype dual-band Inverted-L
designed by K9AY. The telescoping, pull-up
design was developed to allow raising the
antenna in high winds.

came
first, we only deployed antennas for 10 through
40m on South Thule and did not attempt 80 or
As environmental and personal safety

160m operation. Also, due to our concern about
damaging or losing the parasitic elements in the

wanted the flexibility to strike camp, remove
antennas, equipment and ourselves on very short
notice in the event of an oncoming storm. All of
these considerations pointed toward vertical
antennas.

wind, we only erected the driven element of the
SVDA. Even with this minimal installation our
signals to most parts of the world were good.
East Coast USA did experience weaker signals
than most other parts of the world due to the
imposing 2300-foot volcano that stood in our
way. We made 26,698 QSOs in just 80 hours of
operation. Not bad for 100watts and single
verticals from this 6th "most needed" DXCC
entity.

Bob Allphin, K4UEE, our antenna czar, had
experience with the SVDA (Switchable Vertical
Dipole Antenna) while on Kingman Reef, K5K.
SVDA antennas were developed by Force 12 to
fit the need of DXpeditioners who have access

to beachside locations, and wanted lightweight
antennas that can compete with large monoband

On South Georgia at the old whaling station of
Husvik, we were faced with different
opportunities. There we could erect our SVDAs

arrays. The 6Y2A "Team Vertical" contest
group has been exclusively using SVDAs for 3

years, and has won many contests from Jamaica,
attesting to the effectiveness of the SVDAs.

on the gravel beach adjacent to salt water and
the quarter wave verticals for 30 and 40 meters
and the 80/75 and 160meter dual-bander behind
the operating building in a marshy area. It was a
much better situation except we still had
mountains to contend with. This time, the
mountains were between us and both NA and
EU with a particularly tall and nearby mountain
blocking JA. Again, we erected only the driven
element with the second, parasitic element as an

The SVDAs are half wave, aluminium verticals,
fed in the centre of the driven element and, if
desired, a second parasitic element can be added
and switched to act as either a director or
reflector. If placed very close to the salt water,
their performance is superb. On South Thule,
the antennas would be placed on a volcanic cliff

option if we needed it. The pileups were huge
and we concluded that we would add a few dB,
but not many QSOs to the log if we erected the
second element. Here, at a more leisurely pace
than on South Thule, we made 43,810 QSOs in
71/2 days of operating. This included 233 QSOs
on 160 meters and 1504 QSOs on 80/75 meters.
Not bad for this 10th "most needed" DXCC
entity. These SVDAs have been added to the
DXpedition antenna inventory of K4UEE and I
suspect you will hear them again!

about 40-50 feet above

the sea; however
modelling concluded they would still perform
and the decision was made. SVDAs would be

purchased from Force 12 for 10, 12, 15, 17 and
20m. In fact, a second set was purchased for 15
and 20m. This allowed double mode operation
on what we thought would be our "money
Bands", where the most contacts could be made.
Quarter wave verticals would be deployed on 30
and 40m using converted HF2Vs. Both antennas
used 2 elevated radials. 80/75 and 160 would be
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Fight with Mosquitoes, "nono", Horses and DXers on Marquesas
Janusz (Jan) FOISP9FIH
equipment unpacking took the early
morning of 23rd October and at 1619 UTC,
which means 0649 local time, FO/SP9FIH
began working the pile-up from USA and
Europe on 10m. After a few days of
operation I realised that the opening to
Europe, especially to OK, OK SP, UT and
neighbouring regions, is very short and
signals are weak. Because the period before
noon local time generally was not very busy
(only a few stations called in during that
time) I was able to experiment with a few
simple wire antenna configurations. The
first was a 42m long-wire sloping from the
15m high tree, then an Inverted-V and two
slopers. The last proved to be the most
effective, so the "Antenna Farm" was
supplemented with slopers for 10 and 15m

After our DXpedition to the Australs and
Marquesas (FOOWEG and FOOPOM) in
2000, Jan SP9FIH & Ralf SQ9LR formed
the intention of visiting Marquesas again
because of the high demand for contacts
from there. The expedition was planned for
the second half of October 2001. However
bad luck thwarted our plans. Shortly before
departure Ralf was refused holidays because
of sudden duties at work. We also failed in
finding a suitable substitute. For a while we
hoped that Janek, SP2BMX, a good CW
operator, would be able to go but his lack of
an American visa, necessary for transit
through Los Angela airport, deprived him of
the chance to participate. Fate also
prevented the inclusion of a linear amplifier.
No one was able to lend us a light amplifier
and any heavy equipment would have
exceeded the airline baggage allowance.

Throughout my time on Marquesas I fought
hopelessly and unsuccessfully with
mosquitoes and small black-flies called
"nono" which sting much worse than
mosquitoes. My insect repellent was quickly
finished, burning mosquito coils did not
help much and every outside trip to tune
antennas ended with several new blisters.
My body was aching after the return to
Poland. One Uruguay ham advised the use
of vanilla oil on the whole body to repel
mosquitoes.

Despite these obstacles I decided to go
alone, taking with me an Icom 746, HF9V
9-band vertical and plenty of wire to build
other antennas. In my suitcase I also found
room for a laptop and the necessary tools. A
brand new item this time was a ProSet from
Heil Sound. It worked so well that now I
cannot imagine an expedition or contest
activity without such a set. I logged with
both hands, not one as during our previous
expedition.

Nevertheless I added more and more
contacts to my log. Even on 80m I made 42
QSOs, two of them with Ireland in Europe!
With such low power the 10m band was
best — on it I logged 3897 contacts. It was
nice to work Jurek and Wojtek - members of
the other Polish expedition to Norfolk Island
VK9N. I could also use the Polish language
during contacts with some W/K, ZL, DL,
VE, UA, HA even JA and 9V 1.

We learned a lot about the topography of
Nuku Hiva island last year. It consists
mainly of high mountains, fjords, forests
and a few settlements deep inside fjords. I
knew that location would play an essential
role because of my modest power and
absence of directional antennas. After a few
consultations and debates Toovii plateau
(830m a.s.l.) was chosen. It is a farm and
there is a bungalow which it is possible to
rent. The airport is probably a better
location but there is a problem with
accommodation.

Besides the small "nono" and mosquitoes I
had trouble with the farm horses, who liked
the HF9V location for night walks. As a
result, every morning I had to unscrew
broken radials and to re-solder them.

Initial installation of the HF9V and

The propagation pattern was such that at
11.30 p.m. I could make QSOs with
Western Europe on 20m, and later with
Japan on 40m, so I went to sleep after
midnight and then had to wake up before
dawn, which means 0430-0500, because
propagation to the USA on 80m was still
good and a bit later 20m and 15m opened
long-path to Europe.

and competitions.

Unfortunately I realised that there were
stations who were not hearing me at all but
still giving me a 59 report. They have 23kW of power and they know they are being
received and put in the log. They do not
receive their report, but consider the contact
to be a good one. Therefore for European
stations I started giving a different report
from the traditional 59 and insisted on them
confirming my report. If there was no
confirmation I removed the contact from the
log. The QSO had to be two-way exchange
of reports, not a "diode" one-way receipt of
a "59" sent with a few kilowatts of power
from the distant end. A few stations tried to
make contacts under different callsigns. It
was obvious but difficult to prove (same
signal strength, same country/region, same
voice, contacts within 1-3 other QSOs).
These situations left a bad taste, such that I
even thought about giving up our hobby and
about the sense of all amateur radio rankings

to do what was possible to increase the
number of European contacts, even at the
cost of other continents in the log and to the
detriment of the QSO rate. But sometimes
there was good propagation to Europe, for
example 0200-0400 UTC on 20m and 17m,
and very few stations from EU called me.
Probably they chose sleep.

Nevertheless I am glad that until 10th
November, during 19 days operation, I
made almost 12,000 QSOs and for many I
was a "new one". I am sure some Europeans
are disappointed that propagation was too
short, and my signal too weak so that not
everyone could add a new band contact to
their achievements. I can assure you I tried

It is only a hobby - probably there will be a
next time. Probably with a linear amplifier,
probably with two directional antennas,
probably with a few operators, probably
from an easier location.
This time I want to thank SQ9LR, my
companion from the previous expedition for
help. Also, SP7HT for good advice and a
donation. To N4PL for logistic support and
to NCDXF, GDYF, CDXC, EUDXF for
financial support. Special thanks to Heil
Sound for the ProSet.

Madagascar
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH
The

OH2MCN

web

Our interest in visiting this strange and
wonderful island was initially sparked by a
newspaper item shortly after the 1999 total
eclipse, which pointed out that the next total
eclipse was not in 2090, but in Africa in
June 2001, with the path of totality crossing
the south of the country. Further research
quickly revealed that the cost of visiting at
the time of the eclipse was substantially
higher than at other times, so we decided to
go in September instead. A copy of 'The
Lonely Planet' guide was duly purchased
and we settled down to planning our
itinerary. We also bought a French

site

http://www.asImet/o112mcn/license.htm let

me down this time. In the past, this site has
been a source of extremely valuable
information on obtaining a licence in a
country which Jan and I are planning to
visit, but all that was listed at the time I first
made enquiries in April 2000 was the
address of the Ministere des Postes et
Telecommunications in Antananarivo
(Tana). Thankfully, this has now been
considerably updated as a result of
information provided from Ken Pendarvis,
AD6KA/SR8GQ.
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CDXC Annual Dinner March 2002

New CDXC QSL card (See President's Patter)

The very fine GMDX Group Trophy, awarded to the D68C team

South Sandwich / South Georgia DXpedition

20m antenna goes up at Husvik Bay

G3SWH's Madagascar DXpedition

Arriving at the airport in Tana. L to R: Cortez, driver with the 6 metre antenna,
Jean-Claude 5R8GO, Phil G3SWH, Solofo 5R8ET and Fidy 5R8FV

The Penguins Micro-Lite DXpedition team
L to R: John VE3EJ, Ralph KOIR, Lew W7EW, Dermot EI5IQ,
Trey N5KO, Bob K4UEE, Dick PA3FQA, Wes W3WL, Berni HB9ASZ,
George K5TR, Declan EI6FR, James 9V1YC

Phil operating from AF-090 as 5R8HA
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